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APSTAACT

Is the concern about the curtent et* of finances of higher ,education actually
lased on facts? Is the concern about the future justified'?

.It is easy to give a hard-nosed answer to the first question. There is.no evi-
'dente of a financial crisis in higher education, if by crisis one means the
failure of institutions to balance revenues and expenditures. Most post-
secondary institutions were'and are making ends meet, though not-without
Come difficulty, and potential students are not being turned away by a laFk
of spaces in institutions strapped for operating moneys:

On the`contrary, except for very selective institutions, most and
universities' have had trouble recruiting sufficient numbers of students:
Fall'enrollment in 1974`compared to fall 19701; in fact, declined in roughly
half of all private and a fourth of all public institutions. Campuses which ,
.lost enrollment, accounted for one-third of all the postsecondary enrollment:
in 1970, but their share of-total enrollment decreased in the next four years
as growing institutions increased their enrollment by some 2Q per cent".

- As a'general rule, institutions which attracted more students increased
tjieir expenditures for instruction per student at a slower rate than those f.

'-which lost students. Although the loses in the enrollment competition
starteenut with a lower level of spendiVper student, -by the end of the
period the expenditures per student were equal in both groups. -Neverthe-
less, enrollment losses continued in the declining group.

In both the public and private sectors, the institutions that have been- losing
students 'most rapidly have raised their tuition most rapidly. This develop-
ment threatens enrollments ih the.private sector probat much more than
In the public. 'Private institutions with fast-declining enrollments, which
used to charge considerably less than the average, now charge the average
tuitionlor the private sector.

There is little doubt that higher education as a whole hap been strapped
foi funds over the past few years. If past trendi had continued into the
19.70's, instructional budgets would have exceedecTthe estimated expendi-
tures in 1974/75 by a billion in current dollars. Most of the savings were
made at the expenseof teaching and professional staffs, whose salaries
Tled to keep up with the cost of living. We estimated that, had there been
no sion, enough money would have been available to obviate the need
for the severe lid bn salary increases. This fact, however, must be small
comfo'rt to professors 'who have seen their.real income decline in both rel-
ative and. absolute terms- over the past few years.

The financial prospects of..higher education in the next ten" rears are-be-
clouded, mainly trecause total enrollments are likely to remain at current
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levels, or perhaps even decline. 'The projections of enrollments prtsented
in this study antidipatestabilitifin the total number of students enrolled
in higher education in the course of the'next ten years,. On the optiMistic
side; slow growth is projected in the.work load of the, public sector (mea-
sured in full:qme equivalent students) and no significant change in enroll-
ments for the private sector. If, oh the-other hand, anticipated shifts
,from fulf-time tOpart7time study were.to materialize, the resulting pessi-
rnisticprojectiein would anticipate that the work load of the private sector
would decline by some 20 per cent between now and 1985, atd.that.of the
pliblic sector would decline by some two per cent.

The effect of, these declines on the balance between revenues and
.tures will,'of course, depend both'upon the developments in the economy
as a pvhole, and upon the wage and salary policy of the administrations of

. higher education institutions. To bring realism to the projections, we have
estimated both expenses and revenues in a 6.111-employment, fast,-groth
ecoii6my,.and also in. the eventuality that productivity rises more slow
and unemployment remains at. a fairly high level of six per cent.

It is surpriging that under most circumstances, there is likely to be c-
hair- breadth balance between the'expenditures and revenues in both the
public and private sectors in 1980_ By 1985, unless enrollment in the
piivate sector declines, non-State supported schools are likely to face
deficits on their instructional_accoulit; and the books of the public sector
are likely-to balance without any unusual effort.

The projected balance of finances in higher education as a wliole was predi-
Gated on the folloWing assumptions": (1) instructional perSonnel will not
make up their real income losses sustained.in the past three years, (2)
in the future, their real iniorne will increase one-half of one per cent
less than average earntags. in thp slOw-grocyth; And at the rate of,average,
earnings in.the fast-growth economy, and (3) state and local governments
will continue to devote an increasing percentage of the gross rtnional pro-
duct of the country to subsidize higher edudatiOn.

.Even with these-optimistic"' assumpLiens,Awe.anticipate.seriouproblems
for some instituiqns. Currently, there is no evidence that institutions
which'haVe been osing enrollment are at-Testing their losses of students:
With further eropfon of their student base, these institutions, especially in
the private sector, *in have.to either institute draconian economies or
dose their doors. In the public sector, the pressure to economize will
be also strong, as the projected balance bloyeen indome and outlay will not'
allow the profligate use of resOurceisin institutions which fail to attract
spidents .

I
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at action, if any,-should the federal governMent take to preserve the
diversity and hth of"higher education? Probably, it will not need to
take any drasticfserilteps, such as across-the-board institutional support,
but we do foresee pressure fosanini-Lockheeds to bail out falling insti-

. tutions. Given the outlook for the next ten years-, such action i$ not
recommended. It will merely iveaken remaining private institutions,
and-serve to petpetuate the misallocation of resources in higher educa-
don. More importantly, it would make the feder41 government party to
the misdirection of students to institutions which offer training or majors
with little appeal.,

In the light ofthe findings of this. study, t4red modeSt.thrusts for federal
policy in higher education appear to be indicated: (11 to reverse the policy
in awarding Basic Opportunity Grants, which fadors low tuition in the
public sector. 'nig. could beacconiplished by either splitting the grant
between tuitidh and living costs, or putting a 'relatively high limit on the
level of tuition included in the calculation of nOed, (2) to encourage the
private sector to enroll-more part-time students, possibly by suggdsting.
to the Fund for Postsecondary Education that the funding of experiments
where mach. of the clerical, maintenance, and possibly student counseling
effort is provided by paft -time students wofld encourage schools which
would otherwise shrink to an uneconomic to appeal to the part-time
student market. These schools I9cated in areas where few part-time jobs
are available could tap into this market. (3) Finally, to adopt measures
to protect the financial well-being of the faculty. In the-long-run, if
professors' standards of living are depressed further, it is likely that
teachers in specialties most in demand in the "real world" .will be hired
away,. and the training available to students be further skewed to less
economically-tviable professions. The possibility of improving the tole'
Of the labor rriarket for professors, through federal participatiofi in re-
tireinent funds, or special health-insurance-plans, immediately comes to
mind. . - -

,,
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FIN4N6IAL DEVELOPMENTS, IN. POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

'1970/71 - 1974/75

The financial health of the postsecondary secto4' continues to

be of concern to institutional sdmirrisfirators--#nd to policy-makers. Ever.

1'
si9ce the early 4970's, when a forecast -of-the financial c sis in-colleges

t.

. and universities was published,' there has been-persistent fear that fin4n-
.. 9 i
cial stringency would affect the quality of postsecondary education and ...-',

or ,to.cause a ni;Aer of schools, mainly'in the private sector, td merge
411.

. cloak thetir doors. .The study below will try to explain the reasons for, the
,

pessimisln about the prospects of the postset..ondirY sector, and highlight

the factors thich caused the direst predictions nOt to come true--at least,

rp the,recent past, much of the d7cussion of the financial

health of our colleges and universities figs been beclouded by the lumping
"A

together of developrimts which affect-the sectot as a whole, develtpmen. ts-.

.
'net ttp to now.,

-

Which affect:only certain groups of institutions, and circumstances relat-

ng to the pay and working conditions of instructional personnel. To

rify past trendstand identify future issues more effectively, the present

r has been organized in the following manner:

I. A dliscussion\of trends in t he expenditures and
revenues of higher education institutions,- by type
And control.

II. A differ,ent lOok at resource alloc.ation. This con-
slats, ot an analysis of key developments in selected
institutions which either gained or lost enrollment
during the intervening period:.

ti
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III. A,discussion of the enrollment and financial. '
prospects of the postaecondary sector to 1985.

.
IV. An.ettaluation of the financial condition of post-

secondary institutions, showing to what extent
it depends upon the rates of pay and levpls of

.eipployment of instructional personnel.

I ;A DISCUSSION OF TRENDS IN'THE EXPENDITURES AND'REVEilLJES
OF HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS, BY TYPE ANT) CONTROL

, *
All Inatfiutions .

'

Expenditures. After the prodigiously fast growth of expendi-
ti F

tures the five-year period ending With 1969/70, the rate of growth of

resources devoted-to posts econOary' education 41bwed down considerably

_ duiing the 1970/71 to'1974/75 pez The $10 billion increase in the

first half of the 1970's which brought the total expenditures of postseconci7

ary institutioas,to over $35 billion 41.1974/75,2 represented arate of

growth ofneafly 50 per cent, only two-thirds the 72 per cent increase

of the previous five-year period. 3 . (See Table 1.) Most of the slowdbwn'

in the'rateof growth of outlay& was caused' by the decline in the rate of.

growthdf student enrollments, On a per full,time equivalent (FTE) stu-
_,

. dent basis, outlays increased by 29 per cent between-1971 and 1975, as

compared to'33 per cent between 1966 and 1970.
.

Once these expenditures are

paid by institutions' in the course of the

adjusted by the chan4e in costs

past ten years,. howeydr, Current

ontliys per student appear to have remained practically constant. Despite

the relatively higher rate of inflation iri the economy during the latter five-

year period, the costs of institutions, increased at the same rate in both

quInquenaht. (SeeTable i.) The reason for this is that instructional and

t
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professional wages failed to keep up with inflatiOn during the past five

. 1 ,
years, allowing the podtsecondary system to' imereue its costs more

4. i . .

slowly than the consumer price"index during that time: By contrast, .f

during the previous five;yeard, the costs of higher education institutions.
Pose some two per cent more rapidly than did the CPI during an average

The slowdqwn in the growth rate sild the relative deterioration ,.

of wages paicl,by postsecondary institutions are undoubtedly difficult phe--.
. ,

nomena for administrat s t deal with.. Facuities-4accustomed to rapid

promotions and increases in their standard of living have been increasingly.

'disappointed on both counts. The is, hence), little wonder that talk about

a crisis in higher edUcation has bec e widespread in recent*years.

e11\ at 1crisis, if there was was not- abute enough to affect
, '7,

the distributi,bn.of major heads of expendi re. . Most outlays maintained

theirrr1tive importance asjitpercentage oI'current 'funds expenditure,

despite the different rates of 'change in the relative prices of the compo-

b ents . Thus, for instance, instruction and .departmental research continued

. to atilt!' roughly one-third of 111laxpenses. Educational and g4eral ex-
,

penditure, a category which includes expenses for administration, increased

slightly from 12.8 to 13.7 per cent of gutlays between 1971 and 1975. .The
*
' share of research did not change much either, amounting to 9.5 per cent

Of Arg outlayi at the beginning of the period and 9.1 per cent:gt the end,
' #

thoughin the interim it hit a row of 8.1 pei- cent.

r
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Plant operation' and. maintenance; a closely watched and much .

disrcuesedi5utlayttem; increased ftom 7.4 to 8.7 per cent of total cUrr--r̂ent
fund expendittires between 1971-ancl'197. The prices of the components

" 4

comprising operation and maintenance rose some 46 per cent, more than :
ve

1.5 times asfast as iaCtor, prices of all goods and services purchased by.
postsecondary.seCtor. Some components, of operation and maintenance,,.

t'-such aerutilities, doubled in price during the Same period:- After ,opera- .

tiOn and maintenance costs were deflated N the approptiate index, and

other inputs_ were restated in constant 1966-67 prices, operation and
. .

maintenance declined from 7.6 per cent of total current expenditure in r
1971 to 7.4 per cent in 1975. This declinein the share of real resources

consumed by This'item-was not unexpected: as a greater proportion of

iFTE students enrolled in two-Tear schools, the proportin- of opeiat,ion

and maintenance in total budgets could be expected to decline.beaause.two----
year schools spend a smaller proportion.of 'their budget 'on this item.

potable Changes in resource shares occurred in expenditures

. peripheral to instruction. Auxiliary enterprises (e.g., dindining halls

and dOrmitories) claimed a smaller singre.of the dollar, as their share of
M. , , .

expenditures declined from 12.7 to 11'.',6 per cent. By contrast, extension
,and public service activisies and hospitals appear to have claimed a "bigger

share of _institutional budgets,. Hospital outiais increased nearly two-

and-a-half times in current dollars and nearly doubled in constant dollars

during the past fi veyears. Extension and public service activities appeart
; .

4
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'.t6baveJtearly :doubled duringlthe same time period in current dollars.

Pefbaps these increases are. due to -artifacts .../report.ing; as the form,. -
5.- , ,.

thrgugft which fithuici41 ittforniation wad collected was changed in 1974,$15,. - , . ...1.- -. .

1 .

',the fear the.most_spectacular increase's took place. It is possil?le that
..

. ...
z

- some costs were included_under these headings which;hacl been omitted*
llithertck. .

,. -,-.- , .- 40,4ong*as,highpr education institutions are involved in many .1 ,. . , . ..,
g' atctivitieb, such as contracted research, for which they arereimbdrsed,

.
.-

and the provision of dormitories and dining halls, which are usually self-
.- . ., , . IP. . ', pupporting, a better -measure.of the resotirces.devoted to their prinei-

.
.

. ,

"pal ,activity is -111\k-we shall call instructional costs". In this_ 'study,_ as'' in.
.

l. J.
0 , C,*, ' ./.

#
previclui studies,'51ive haVe estimated instrtironal costs.'by adding iip,..

.

-.- ,, , , -/
.- expenditures for instruction, admitistratilm,--non-reimbdrsed research,

,. . _ ,.... .
. ,

operations and'inairtenande,- libraries, and the,net gairiOr loss of .insti-.
. . ,

.,-. ' tutions' from the remaining_operatingactivities. Instructional costs could

-".

. -

never-be calcal4ted directly., iinces the portion of tine costs of administra-
P----,

. don, operation and mainftialiee, which were reimbursedby research and-
,

development contracts or should be allocated to auxiliary enterprises was

not reported On'the HEGIS fOrm. -*Instructional costs were deriirea. for
k or

every year until 1974/75, .fincl.the series calculated this way appeared botht
consistent and plausible ,

until then. Not so for. 1974/75.. Changes in the

form and inconsistencies in the year-to-yearreports of institutions. made

t, thii calculation impossible.. 6' Instead, Instructional costs were calculated

,
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an the basig of the reported instructional eXpenditures.and"departmental

research of a*.set of institutions which appeared to-have filled in the ques-

rionnaire in a consistent, manner between 1973/74 and 1974/75.
-

According to estimates, instructional costs 1.
. . _

some 49 per cent in current ddllars in the 1971 to 1 In real

terms; this increase amounted td 16 per cent, 'equ.1

FTE studentii.5ince the mix between undergraduate and graduate students

eft ed

increase in

did not change significantly, the cost, as Meastzed.b5 standard under-
..

T-

cearSd- uate students (SUS),7 neither i;nproved nor deteii6rated either.

Revenues. Cuirent fund revenues expanded mdre slowly than,

total current fund expenditures foi allcOstsecondary"institutions in the-

five-year period under review. They increased some 48 pez cent,-approx-

iniateli two per cent slower than 'outlaisithug5honing the knife, -edge

balance between expenditureand lileorhe. Again, the'oyerall growth rate

was roughly two-thir

Nevertheless,,in the a

i-, ,
.

erienced in the previous five-year period.
. s

egate:,, income exceeded outgo, and there

1,e* no overall deficit for any of the past five years.

- Among the important revenue sources, the most striking change

took place in
'N.

vbe share of revenues provided byptates, 'Which increased
. 1,.. .. ,.

-
. -*

-.

nby more than two per cent from the 26 per cent .of .e revenues coming .

e' from state 'stbsidies'in 197Q/71. By contrast; fed aid, exch.viing the

moneys paid for research, scarcely.clanged.its. role in the income. state-

meat, rising from 2.4 to 2.5 per cent.

y
1 3
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Despite the oftlheard complaints about increasing student
. ,

charges, student WinOn and fees-actually contributed 0.5 per cent less'
.

4 , ..

of revenue in 1975 thin n-1971. . Their share of total revenue declined.. i
.

< .-- \
from'21. to 20: 5 perk cent / 1 .-

Qther heads of revenue moved generally in concert with Oen-
.

dituFes. Thus. auxiliary entdriprises lost ground in tioi income budget,

declining from13.0-to 11.5per cent of the total. Sponsoi/td and separately:-

budgeted-research accounted foll. slightlk more than eight per cerit df the

current revenues' at both the beginning and the end of the Period, haying_

dipped in the interim, as did expenses' for such iferrieses. The revenues

of service programs and hospitals went up.zou. ghly in concert wifh expen-

ditures and accounted for a higher share of the total-revenue at the end of

the ppr*d t4n at the beginning.

Ab'stracting-frOm the different typeref-revenuesf, sonic related

to the prynary function of institute s and some not, it is impiikant tq

note that state appropriations inc eased.from 64 to 66 per cent,of instruc-

thinal coats, and that tuition reilksined roaghly constant it 38 per cent of

this total.

4 Effetts of slower powth.
,
kanalysis.of expenditure and,reve-

-

nue trends in the finances in all postsecondary institutions, discussed in

greater detail below, highlighteWe following developments:

(1) slower growth in real and curralt dollars of both
income :and outlay,

(2) the absence of deficits for the sector as a whole, -
. .

4
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(a) slower rates of increase of costa in the post-
secondari "sector; compared to the Consume/
Pr.i0 Index, mostly due taplag'in professional
.ages,.ag, 'w

(4) relative constancy in real resources expended
per student,

. ,
(5); coOtinucct stability in the role of research and e

. desreklprnent in itvtitutional budgeta, after a-
dramatic decline% the 1960's .

it ..__
'In effect, the administiators of postsecondary institutions
.

have been forced to gear,down.dieir, expansion. plans, since the.irchasing

power of the revenues afailable to them during the five years 71 to 1975

increased at roughly two-thirds therate of the preceding tive year A .

slower increase in the-rate of growth of enrollments and the relative con-
. V

stancy of research not only put a crimp in the expansion plans but als6

created serious problems in prom, otiOn and hiriing: Simultaneottsly; the

sloWdown in economic activity., which limited the increase in resources

provided by the states and also reduced the rate of increase in tuitiorr,
4

held back the increase in available funds for all institutiohs.t

If the trends of the latq 1960's hadicontiqued into the 1970's;

the instructional budgets of postsecondary institutions Auld have been

some 5 per bent higher than they actually were.8 The ''savings" were

effected in toughly-equal parts by kee':Ping down professional salar ,

allowing them to lag behind increases in the cost of living during the past

three year and by the larger-thag-expected shit of students`to lower-
,

ri cost two-yeat institutions. lAs we shall show below, the ebb and flow of

15
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students be( ween institutions imbothilie,pu,blic and private sectors made

/
the opell'ationtlindividual institutions4tven more difficult than they other-/ . A ' ge--.

wise migt5haveleen.
. ...

. The Nib lic Sectoi" 44 . .
"

C
*

/ ' 1 .. . S

uirent fund expenditures of public institutions increased some

1

seven per _cent more rapidly. than those of all institutions between 1971 and

1975, reflecting, the growing share of stUdents enrolled.cxi public campuses,

(See Table 3.) Thy impressive rate of growth of 57 per cent in five years,

which brought total outlays' of publicinstitutions \to $24 billion by 1975, was

still only roughli half that of the preceding five-year period. Inconstant. .
dollars; theincrease in outlays of the public sector was less imprigive,

some 21 per cen roughly two-fifths the rate at which resources were
$

channelled into public institutions ding the previous five years. -

Inc ent priCes, the outlays per; FTE studen)t increased some

31'per cent during the past five-year period. Adjusting for changes in

.prices 'paid by institutions, the actual budget per FTE did not change -4Egnif-
,

4

scantly in_the course of either the past 'five or ten years. Instructional

o Wets, as definedkby this study, grew 55 per cent, one per cent slower

between 1971 and 1975 than during 1966 :to 1970. In confirtnt dollars, The

increase wag more !rodent, tut still significant, amounting to 20 er cent

of the base year's costs. Meastu-eSonan FTE 'however,
P a

tional costs remained virtually stable ctdring the last five-year peri
.

There wer not startlin4 changes on the revenue side either

truc-

04
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Tuiticin and fees amounted to 22 per cent of instructional costa at both the

* beginning an.the end of the period, 'altho* their importance increased

d

pc,slightly in the interiin: .A'g"before, the lion's share of the instructional
I

t

deli cicsvias, covered by state appropriadont.
!

Univeritfiet. Instructional 'expenditures in doctoral' granting
,

-t,
systemv grew most slowly, compared to di institutions in the pallici .

t. ...- t. .

sector.: They increased some 40. per c ,in current &liars and nine per
4, ,

cent in real tei)ns. ,(Seee,Table 4.) Thus,- although universities accounted
e-4.

for some 50,per cent of publiC institution instrual outlays 'in 197*,
..) .,

. . ,

their share had dropp4 to 46: per cent by 197'5'
.

The decreasing iMporianc university systems in the total./

was due to two faCtors: (1).a siostier than average increase in enrollments,

anci -(2) slight declines, in real terms, of instructional outlays-kr FTE

student.

University students' tuition and fees accounted for a quartjr

of instructional expenditures throughout the period. The variations of

their contribution to the estimatid instructional costs were never more

than oik.pent...ant from year to year.

The only riQtable development in the finances of public univer-
.,

sities was ttieir. increasing ability to attract research And development

coneracts. Ttielr net outlays on research increased Horne 50 per cent
it A

dollars, and some 17 per cent in real terms,. while in private

universities the volume of research declined by three per cetkin real
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Other four-year institutions. instructicihal costs 'increased
e..1

pne-third more rapidly'in other four-yeir institutions than in universities, .. ...
_$- .

...-., . : 1
grovt.ing.5fi per .cent in current dollars, and21 per centm con t dollars.

, ,

_. v.:

t during the five pars eliding wi '1975. $ 5; ). Rough'y onehalf
, ... ,

. -,

of the increase in real cost was due to the increased ressurCes dev

to the average ME student. The costs per. FIT student increased .some

10 per cent,in real termfiffThis increase was mainly,due to `the higheljb

proportion. of graduate Ectudents.intota.) enrollment:. coosts per SUS,

1

_justed for the higher leyel of resources 'usually 4ended to educate students

in graduate and professional schools, increased only three per cent.

\- Public funds contrthuted some 1.5 per cent more of instruc-

tional costs at the end of the period than at ttte beginning. IN
OP

Two -year institutions. Outlayi for instructional costs. for two

year institotionsanearly doubled incurreni dollars, and increased almost

50 per Apt inconstant dollars during the past five years. (See Table ba)

The inoreise was .due mainly' to increased enrollments, as the resources.
f

expended peri7Fri).44adent increased only two peent during the period:
. 1

ttii-significant that although, overall, the government sub-

sidles to_students in two-year colleges did not increase, the students in

these colleges paid they lowest of instructional7cons of all en-

rollees yin the public sectok
f

1

)
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, \. sThe Private Sector
)

. . 0 ;...
Due'to slow enrollment growth, -current fund expenditures)...

t/creased muC12nliFste glOwly.-Iint rlvite than in the pilbliCseCtot:

The rise in ex*ditures,et38 per cent between 1971 and 1975 was:only

9 per cent less than the'oneexperlencedGdurin gthe previons five years.

, .(See Table 7. ) Yet, in all probability it was more difficult. to live with,

since in real terms the resources of private inioltdutions increased less

than seven per cent durtng the past. five, years, as contrasted to nearly

18 per cent in the years 1965 to 1970.'

1 The modest growth in real regiourCes was due half to.the very

slight increase in enrollments, and. half to the increase is outlays, other

than those for instruction. The instructional costs per FTE student re-

naked constant throughout the period, and, those per SUS declined insig-

rifficantly. .

It is notable that research and development even' ditures stabi-

4

, .. .r lfzed aka little over nine per cent of outlays. At the end of'the peribd,
f .

kkrreal terms, fewer resources were expended on research than at the

beginning. 'rife share-of auxiliary enterprises also declines', \about as

tip
uch as in the public :Lector. Instead, the growth in

_ I

instruction was accounted for mainly by the incr

C.

m

ih

ditures other

end share ofze.:.=--

pc-
sources.consurnexl by hospliMcsi--a-atwewhich tkartydoub fed during the

ilve-yet4 period. t

Atindeiof"the financial stringency which affected the private

19
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institupock isrthe slow growth of operfon and maintepance expenses.

DeFpfih the Litt that the expenses grtit some one-half per cent as a share

of the,iiiidget, expenditures per FTE student in real terms declined signifi
,

candy. Some 10 per cent less per FTE student went on operation
;

. 'encrmaintenance in 1975 in 1971.

the revenue side, tuitionan es continued 'be the main-
.f

stay of private iPsdruilonal Income. They accounted tor 1 per cent of /
r

all revenues at the beginning of the period, and 14 at the end. The tuition
I

covered 73 per cent of instructional costs at the beginning otthe

and some 75 per cent at the end, a small but significant increase. The

Share of endowment income and gifts remaiied relatiVely stale throughout
.

, ,

. it , 6 .
the period, and amounted to between 24 and-25 r cent of instructional

costs, thus bringing intoprecarious balance the come and outgo forr-
instruction in private institutions.

---)

Universities. Total current fimdsexpetaditures of private doc-

-ioral graining institutions greet somewhat more slowly than in public

versities, where enrollment increased, while it stated near 1971 levels

in the priirate sector. (See Table 8.) Nevertheiss, because of the sta

bility in the number of students enrolled, expenditures per FTE student

increased some three per cent in constant dollars from 1970 to 1975.

Outlays per standard' undergraduate student also rose slightly during this

_Jr'

Tuition revenue' covered some 65. per cent tf

20, .
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costs in 1971-and 67 per-cent in 1975. In turret' t dollars, *tuition in pri-

sities rose 40 per cent during the:1971-75 period.

Other four-year schOols. The 36 per cent increase in instruc-

tional expenditures in private other fpur4 schools did not keep up with

the %crease ink enrollments. (See Table '9. ) tcpenses.per FTE.sit
declined slightly, by two per cent, and those per-SUS by six per cent be-

tween 1971.and 1975.'-%

Tuition revenue contributed 78 per ,cent of instructional costs .

in 1971 and 80 per cent in 1975.

rTwo-year.schools.
These schools' enrollment was -constant -

throughoui the period. jSee Table 10.) They account for an significant

_proportion of metal enrollment, and less than six per cent of the enrollment

in the Inivate sectpr. Instnistfottal costs in this group of schools increased

isome 9 per cent in real-terms. Tuition's share of these costs declined

from 83 to 74'per cent. There is little doubt that the finances of these

schools were most - pressed.

jErisis Or No Crisis? 111

figures for the public and private sectors, and

, analyses of shoolS of institution, do not.giVe- the impression that

there was a financial crisis, in higher education. However, there was .

penury, and vias probably -felt most acutely in the private tattler than

tike public vector

for the increased

Outlays per student did not decline even when adjusted-
costs incurred in teaching graduate students. Enrollments

21
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by type of school an control did not decline, and btidgets appeared to be_

balanced in each sub-sector in almost all instances.

ylre were certainly signs of cutting.down, especially in the
c -

private sector, where o,efafion and maintenance posts were ccntfolled

very strictly and e resources expended on them declined significantly

.in real terms. Other economies, atipeixpense of tie. salaries of profes-

sionarstaff, managed to keep costs down during this difficult period.

It insignificant that:despite the higher proportion of instruction

paid out of tuitiolk in the private sector, the privatg institutions did not

price,themselves out of the market, but just, lost a shark of it, a loss which

was somewhat smaller than might have been-anticipated by projecting the

past erosion of their role in total posts'ectedary ediCation.

A hard-posed analyst who stopfied his analysis at this stage

would conclude that no crisis existed, since it was obvious that the.insti-
4,- -

tutions' capacity'vias-at least equal to the students' demand for education,

and the ounces expended per student had not changed. Below, we shall

show the hard -nosed analyst would haVe-teen wrong: The ebb and

flow of students between different institutions has created some signifi-

. cant disequilibria in resources, forced some hard Choices for adinin-

istrators, and oreated dilemmas-for those concerned with maintaining the

quality of postseccmdary instruction.

22
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II. A DIFFERENT LOOK' AT RESOURCE. ALLOCATION

The finiling;that zeal resources per student did not change.

significantly in the course Or the past .fivejeiii:s d of begin to fully
-'

describe the financial conditions of postsecondary institutions. Since the

beginning of 1970, as ,the rates of increase in enrollments slowed down,

a 1iirge number of institutions have failed to maintaitrtheir former enroll-

.meat levels.. During the 'same peitiod;--other, institutions have increased\
their enrollments..

The analysis bel

which reported financial and enrollment data for the full five-year period

1971 /75. These institutions account for roughly 85 per cent of the total

enrollment in both the public and private sectors. TheInstitutions for

which comparable data could not be'obtained vary from selective private

universities suchis Harvard, to large universities, such as Michigan State,

Rod to many smaller public and private two-year colleges. A comparison

by type and control of ihein,stitutions which reported, and those which did

not, leads us to believe that the reporting institutions are typical of the

universe . 1°

We estimate that 63 per cent of all campuses in the U.S. , with

67 per cent of the FIT students in 1971, did not lose any enrollment dur-

ing the 1971-75 Period. Some 14 per cent of the campuses, which enrolled

17 per cent of the students at the sa date, lost 10 per cent or lea's of

their, enrollments. The remaining 23 per cent of the campuses, with F6

.

(*2
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per cent of the 1971 air' ollTent; lost 10 per cent or more FTE students

in the 1971-75 period. (See Table 11.)

The proportion of loners to gainers was lower in the public

than in the priyate sector. Nearly, three quarters of public campuses,
C

with the same proportion of FTE enrollment, did not lose any enrollthent:
. fr

By contrast, in the private sector only half of the campuses, again with
1"

thb samg proportion of FTE enrollment, either did not lose or gained

.

student workloads`.
"AI

About 12 per cent of the public and 16'per cent of e private-

campuses lost lei than 10 percent of treir enrollments. In 1971 these

campuses accounted for 15 per cent the public and 24 per'cent of the

private sector enrollment. While fewer than one in seven public campuses

lost more than 10 per cent of their enrollment, as many as one in three,
priivate campuses were decimated. In 1971, 12 per cent of the students

In the public actor and one student in four in the private sector were
Ns'

attending campuses which lost 10 per cent or more of their enrollment in

the next five years,
S

Thus, both public and private sectors Ccosisted of three types

of institutions: one which gpeardd to be attractive to students, another

which lost some students, and a third segment which was abandoned by

students. at a somewhat faster rate, a rate which could be considered

alarming. AttraCtive institutions did make significant enrollment gains

4 overall: 23 per cent for institutions in the public sector and 18 per cent.

A
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:
for campuses in the private sector. The smaller' losers in the public and

private sectors lost four and five per cent, respectively, of their enroll-

mentifin the,course of the past five years, while the big loseri lost 21 per

cent of their enrollment in the public and 25`per cent of their enrollment,

in the private sector. (See Table 12.)

The factors which exialain the relative attractiveness of schools

are worth examining.. Analysis based, on a- slightly more restricted sample

(see Table 12, Cot. 2) indicates that schools with lower tuition ing1971 .

lost-students. ,By,1975, the level of tuition was identical in all three groups,

A and the.Mgher than average growth in tuition no doubt contributed to their

C

recruitment problems. In the publi ector, in 1971 the.-tuition charged by

schools which either gained enrollment or lost less than 10 per cent was
"1.

only $35 less than thatof 'schools which bait a high proportion of their

students . By 1975, thes.gap lisid widened to $100.. (See Table 13.)

Instructional costs per student appear in 1971 to have more

predictive value in forecasting the power of "schools_t_9`atiract students.

In both the Public sand private sectors, schools which lost students .had

r instructional costs per FTE or SUS in 1971 than schools which did

not...

The effect of levels of costs per student in later years is more
4

mixed. Thus, in the public sector, schools with a less than 10 per cent

loss in enrollment caught up in their instructional costs per student with

Schools which had level or increasing enrollments, and their FTE enroll-
;

ments did fncreasebetween ttj fallpf 1974-and the fall' of 1975 In the

25
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private sector, schools in the "sane circumstances also appeared to have'

arrested-the erosion of earolinieni during the same time period,' as their
costs practically; but nit quite, caught up wits the successful schools.

(See Tables 14 and 155.)

The increased expenditures per student in later years do not

appear to have helped schools in the private sector which lost over 10 per

cent of their enrollment in the interim period. Despite' the fact that by

1974 expenditures per ydent there were as high or higher than in

the rest of the private sector, geig 'enrollments continued to decline.

In fact, many of the schools In both the public and private

sectors which-lost enrollment had by 1975 increased their costs above

the leirels of schools in their selectivity group which Iost no enr011mtnt.

These trends may appear desirable on tl surfice, since the expenditures

per Strdent were more equal in 1975 than in 1971. From the point of view

of administrators, however, this equaliztion did not come from a con-
N.

scious program, but by happenstance. Schools which lost enrollment

were iinablete cut their expenses-fast enough; those which gained enroll- .

meat were unable in many instances to keep their resources per student

constant, especially among-schools in the private sect*, and had to be
,

content witga slightly declining, lev,e1 of resources expended for instruction

an'either an FTE or SUS basis. (See Tables 16 and 17.)

It could, of course, be argued that schools With increasing
fp,.

enrollments were benefiting from economies of scale-, and should not have

1 26
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'!.
felt-uncomfo-rtable about economizing resources. .Unfortunate1 iris nit
at all clear at what level economies of scale operate in the poStsecOndary

secior,, and traditions with.respect to class size and the faculty-student

ratio are ingrained.

In addition, schools which lost more than la per cent of their;

enfollmept,sespecially those in the private sector, must be hounded by
. /incr.easing fears of pricing themselves out of the markeF. in' both the

public and private sectors; the tuition of such schools increased more

as a percentage of the 1971 level than did the tuition of schools in which,

-enrollment did not decline. (See Table 1&.) lb* schools with the largest

decrease in enrollment in.the private vector, for instance, charged some

$200 less than schools with no decline in enrollment in 1971, but by 1975

the average level of tuition was within a few -dollars.

An analysis of the campuses that gained and lost enrollment,

by geographical recruitment area,efurther illustrates the complexity-of

the problem' of identifying factors which affect the attractiveness of schools.

National schools, defined- here as campuses in whIch'50 per cent or more
fi

of the,freshmen originated fiom out of state, seldom lost enrollment.

Regional sehools,\Thich drewmore than 25 per cent of their

freshmen from out of state, were the most frequent losers of students

in the private sector, although suchghools seldom lost enrollment in the

public
we

sector. In fact; if one looks at the proportion of schools likely to

lose enrollment by geographical recruitment area, one comes away vigh

ethe impressionthat in the Arivaiesector all schools except those in the .

2 4

.
9
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national and community categories had an equal chance of losing students.

Among public sector schools, those which limited their recruitment to

their own state were more often the losers. ,(See Table 19.)

in all probability, factors other than recruitment area and

instructional coats played an important role in determining the attractive-:

ness irdiff6rent campuses. Theshiit.to two-year schools and away from

teachers colleges in the public sector no doubt was responsible for the

declining etirollmenis of public.institutions which recruited the vast majori4

,students 'within a state. In thie private sector, the evidence is ,less clear.

It can neither lie explained by the average size of the school, nor, neces-

sarily, by its academic orientation.

,Preptige, measured in thirstudy by the average-SAT scores

of the freshman class,. was probably the most important factor in maintain-

Mg enrollments during the last five years. Thus, in the private sector,

where two-year colleges do not account for tr substantial share of total en-

rollment, 45 per cent of the ,enrollment in 1971 of schools which lost stkidents

was in campuses with Ittlow average selectivity (with freshmen mean scores

below.1000) and 39 per cent.of the enrollment was in institutions with aver-

age selectiVity.(whereltishmen had mean SAT scores between 10OO-1100j.

(See Table 21:4-).

By contrast, private schools vfitivielow-average selectivity

accounted for onir36 per cent ofAre enrollment in campuses where the

amber of students remained stable or increased, and those with average

23
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selectivity som't7 pexcent. In other words, schools whichtere selective. -.,

t in 1971 were more likely to maintain or increase their enrollments than ,4
,

school which 'were not. iii is 7ur impression that they were not only more

,

likely to,remain attractive to the, "best and brightest" prospective students,
but also able to fill their tolls with students with Iciwet scores, who were

hitherto .turned down, but now were accepted in theststitutions .

The trends in the public sector are more difficult to interpret.

Generally, schools with higher selectivity were not likely to lose much of.:-

their enrollment. Campuses which lost.stuNts were concentrated in the

middle of the selectivity spectrkn. 'Non-selective public colleges, Mostly-.

gf

twot. s-year institutions, attracted an increasing number of shidents.

The preceding discussion of different types of schools and the

factors affecting their relative attractiveness has, we hope, shown that

the crisis in the finances of the postsecondary sector, as perceived by

administrators and special interest groups, does have some basis: On

one haul important sectors of their constituency are losing enrollment

while raising their tuition faster than the average, and engender fear that

declining enrollments levels. will make these institutions non-viable. On
the other and, the institutions which keep on attracting increasing num-.

bers of students find their resources per student growing.more slowly than

their costs. in both cases, there appear to be legitimate grounds for.un--

rest ancrconcern.

29
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A COlisistent Explanation of Enrollment Changes?

A-series of stepwise. regressions were run to attempt to obtain

consistent xplanations of the factors which' account for the ability of schools

to attract and retain students o this end, the change in enrollment be-
,a . .

be-

tween. 1911 "and 1975 for all students and undergraduates only) was chosen
,

as the deperiVrit
,

vEtr' le. A number Of depeddent variables 'were chosen
.41

to explajn this change by either "(1) the tuition level per FTE student in

191(), (2) the tuition level per FT-E in 1974, (3) Merano of the tuition

the late to.the earlier year, (4) expenditures per SUS in1974, &pexpendi-

tures per FTE student in 1974, or perhaps.(6) the subsidy (instructional

costs legs. tuition) per SUS, or (7) per FTE student. In plain English, we

expected that the changes' in either the total level of enrollment, or changes

in the enrolltnent'of undergraduates could be explaked by (1) the level of

tuition in a school at the beginning (2) or end of the period, (3) the 'Change

"in the rate: of Change of that tuition, since schools projectedzpstbmqd
I

Images of "-cost. I: Other variables chosen as likely td influence enrollment

levels, were (4) the amount of, resources expended on instruction or, perhaps,
-.

(Si the aubaidy received by the-student (the difference between costs and tui-
-,

tion). J .

r either tip whole of the private or the public sector, these

variables fail to evlaiii a significant proportion in the enrollment change.

When the dependent variable was total enrollment change, the R2 for the
,- -

,

private senor was 0.04, and for the public sector it was 0.08. By contrast,

,better iesults were obtained for the private sector when the camp were
.



disaggregated,by level,of selectivity, and for the run-of-the-milf (`average

24

. -
selectivity) public campuses where the SAT scores of freshmen in 1970

I

were.average. (See Table '21 .)

Despite the fairly high R2, most of the regression equations
,t

are-difficultto rterpret. *The easiest, perhaps, is the one with 32 per

cent of the variance of total enrollment-explained in selective private

schools . The rate of change in tuition had an expected negative sjgn, and

the level of tuition in 1974 kd imexpecteippsitive sign. Other variables
.

were not significant.. This result can be interpreted to mean that the

'"most prestigious. of the selective schools did best in the competition for

students, at the expense of schools which raised their tuition faster than
G

the highly endOwed institutions. In the case of undergraduate student 4E:xi-

rollnient changes; the same two variables entered the equation, but explained

only. 23 per cent of the variance.

Changes in,total enrollment for the second selectivity group

were explained to-the extent of 27 percent by the changes in the tuition

rate, expenditures per standard undergraduate student (with an unexpected

negative sign). and the subsidy per FTE, with the expected positive sign.

ln,the case of undergriduate enrollment, subsidies per FTE, expenditures

__per SUS; both with expected signs, explain .24 of the variance.iThe tuition

in the' later.year,.and the increase itk the tuition rate (with the wrong sign)

add another 15 per cent to the explanation of the variance. Perhaps hire,

too, slightly high& quality schools were able to attratt more undergraduates

theamerage.,

-'31
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The R2 for e total eardnment of the third selectivity group
,_

. a 4 . . r--

is ;28. The change in the rate of fuitiotris most important; and has the

expected negative sign,. followed by tuition in 1974 (with a....,itiye.sign),

expenditure per SUS (negativel and expenditure per FTE. A rriuch lower

explanatory equation for undergraduates .only, only 18 per cent, has the

following variables: the rate 'change in tuition, expenditure per standard

undergraduate'student, subsidy per FTE, and tuition in 1974.

As, the-selectivity further declines, so does the goodness of th

fit in the equation. Total enrollment chairs for the fourth selectivity

group are explained to the extent of 17 per cent, and for undergraduates only

per cent. For-the total enrollment, tuition growths expenditure per (.3S

(with the wrong sign) and subsidy enter in the equation. For undergrad

tuition growth, expendisttres, subSidy and tuition explain 13 percent o

variance.

No good explanations could be derived-for the private non-
.

selective group, even after all-graduate, or divinity schools were excluded

from the population. Equally dtSappo inting (results were obtained, for all

but average selectivity grouplor total_ enrollment change, There.a respeCt-

able ...37 of the variance was explained solely by the subsidy per standatd

undergraduate student. Somewhat but not significantly lower explanatory

regressions could have been obtained from the subsidy per FTE student.

or level of expenditure per FTE or standard undergraduate student, which

were all highly intworrelated.. 44
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' In summary, it would appear that in Vie privatd sector, the

`rate of incAase in tuition, rather than the absolute levels of fees charged,

is -significant insexplaining the luckof,differ*schools in attracting students .

In-the case cif undergraduates, subs- idy (the difference betw een what is
1

paid and whikleprqvided) does seem to affect the chances of schools to

attract students. Within a homogeneous igroilp, schools with higher tuition,

and presumably with better reputations, did better than schools with lower

tuition and presumably lesser reputations. Only in the case of non-selectiKe

schools (which presumably enrolled students in their immediate surround-

ingor some special groups) is some other\factOr respiiingthle for their

changes in enrollment. pr
The bad results for the Nblic sector are not surprising either.

During the past five years,. a large wither of jUnior colleges were estab-

Ushed. The current model did not take this into consideration. 'Different

models wkil have co be built to explain the cbilles in the rai&ofenrollment

of public schools

C
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"The Crisis" and the Situation of Student's

The uneven allocation of resources institutions with

r
different raw of frowth has imporfantimplications for the students who

Vend institutions with different levels of selectirity. 'An analysis of re-
,

sources expended on students, with instructional costs calculated per FTE
(- r

student, in institutions which did not lose or gained enrollments shows that:

(1) In the private sector, both institutions with above-
average selectivity and those with below-average
selectivity,reduted their resources peT student in
real terms. Only in non - selective institutions was
there an increase.in resources expended per student.

(2) In the public sector, institutions with average selec-
tivity also cut down on instructional posts in real

N , terms.

All the institutions with declining enrollments, except p'rivate

, highly selective institutions, increased their resources per student, once

instructional costs are translated into dollars of constant value. -

It is notable that highly_ selective institutions in t)e private sector

(far too fey'insgtutions in the public sector repo

generalize about this group) kept the level of their resour

to enable one to

almost constant

bier FTE. The most gifted students were neither spoiled nor skimped on. 11

A more precise mpsure of expenditures per student, which

attempts to take into consideration the additional cost of teaching grkiduate

and professional students, provides sOmewhat, but not startlingly, differ-
/ 4

ent restlts. Undergraduates in the private or had fewer resources(

expended on their instruction in schools with medium; average and below.

34
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average selectivity,, which-gained enrollment. Obviously these schools

"made an effort to.keepz) their rolls by increasing the proportion of

grach3ate and professional students in their total entollment.
_ 1

A striking insight ihto the econorhics of the private sector

can' be gained by examining the proportion /tuition to instructional costs
*

by FTE and SUS. With the exception of highly selective and non-selective1

schoolb, tuition coVers 75-55 per cent of instructional costs per FTE stu-
* '4

-,dete both highly selective and non-selective (probably religiously span-

soiled) schools content themsjelves with setting tuition to cover 15 or 20
,. . ,

per cent less of their instructional costs. (See Table. 22.) __, V -
. r

F m the point of view of the standard undergraduate student,

the pigture is very different. If our caltulations of the additional cost of

providing graduate stication Are anyvihere near accurate, undergraduate

students in highly seletive Schools in the private sector psy the total of

their own instrdetional costs. Those in the majority of schools with medi-

um and'average selectivity subsidize graduate studies, since their tuition

lb higher than the estimated cost per undergraduate. Only in schools with
411'

belpw-average selectivity (including non-pelective schools) are under-

graduates subsidized. (See Table 23. )' It is interesting to note that the

schools which did not show any decline in enrollment; and the schools

whichshowed a small rate of decline in enrollment, virtually broke even

on their undergraduate instruction. Rougirthalf of thl selectivity groups .

made'a proSit on undergraduates who paid full tuition fees.
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In the public sector, where wition is lower, the proportion.

which 'tuition covers shows no very clear trend when, e ratios are-cal.:rim.) s . .

-culated on the basis of FTE' students . The ratio of tuition to SUS cost,

though: indiCates th the. more selective schools pass on a higher propor-

tion of their costs tritheir undergraduates. It is alsp in the public sector

that onecan see clearly that schbols whose tuition acaqunted f, a higher

proportion of instructional costs per SUS were most likely, to. lose students.

NitNo such clear trend can be discerned in the private sector.

III: THE FINANCES 0 POSTSECONDARY SECTOR TO 1985

Many observers fear that the finances of -most colleges and

universities will continue to be in disarray'for the next decad

prognosis is largely based upon tiae outlook for enrollments.

project that the workload of colleges and universities/will-rem

is

at roughly

the present levees while pessimists forecast significant declines in the

course of file next few years.

While no one is certain about the levels c(kfuture enrollments,

there is general agreement that the period of growth of the college and

university market is past, that theworkload of colleges and pniversities

is likely to stabilize, or could decline by as much as'15-20 per,cent. The

consequences of stability, not to mention a shrinking market, naturally

worry administrators of individual institutions. They are not sure how

their institutions will be affected..z,Even in the course of the past few yeirs,

11_1) when enrollments increased more siowly than in the 1960's and ih some

..36;,
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isittitutions declined dramatifiy, costs per student increased, and the
.

task of balancing expenditures and income became more difficult. The

prospects of managing college and university budgets during a period of

no-growth or decline gives shivers to university presidents

In the following pages, we prestent an analysis of the impact

of different, levels of enrollment on the finances of higher education, This

is followed an exposition of policies which may be desirable to preserve

the viability of the highef ,education sector.

Such analysis cannot be approached in a mechanical, statistical

manner. Past develop mente offer very little guide to thifuture because

in no period in recent history did higher education reach a steady state,

_ and enrollment declines Envisaged by pessimists have never occurred.

Thus, past trenclannot be used mechanistically to project

futufe developments to 1985. Instead, the effect of stable or declinj,ng.
. 1

enrollments has to be estimated as it impacts upon different segments of

the higher education sector.' The only suitable technique for estimating

the interaction of enrollments, costs, and revenues on the finances of

higher education is simulation.

The results of any simulation are affected fundamentally by

the iiiterlying assumptions regarding the behavior of the components

which enter the Model. The choice of these relationships, and their form,

predetermines the outcome of the exercise. Hence, it is.extremely

impordint to explain how the estimates fed into the simulation model are

4,
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derived,' especially since there is no con,Insus about the way costs or

revenues will behave.

We have taken great pains to spell out the assumptions in

detail at the very outset of this study and describe in detail prbjections

of enrollments and costs. Also, in order to make the study as usectl as

possible, we have chosen to simulate the revenues and expenditures of

higher education Using a variety of assumptions, some optimistic, and

others on the pessimistic sick. Tpe band between the pessimism and cipti-

mism is based upon insights we gained in perfOrming other analyses of

past developments in higher education, and while it may be narrower

than that preferred by some writers, we believe it to realistic.

Projections of Future Enrol Imehts
\ ", V -

An illustratiOn of this approach, and the reasoning hidh under-

lies `it, is highlighted in the projections of evollments pre ented below.

One is relitively optimistic bout. demand for higher titation, the

other is na.,0Based on past propensities to attend higher ethication

tuitions, we estimate that the totii, number of students will number 11.3 -'

11..4 million students in both 1.980 and 1985 (Table 24).. This estimate-

for Alger ag e groupsoups was based on participation rates borrowed from

U. S. Bureau of the Census studies. Enrollment for oldei groups, ages

24. and up,.were derived by trending estimates of retent_growth'in partici-
)

patioi In adult postsecondary education, and the,possible impact of the

end of Veteran's Benefits.
I
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The resulting.astimates were then allocated to different levels

of higher educatip. Conatant proportions of students, by age group, were

allocated to undergraduate and_graduate programs. The estimate of-total

undergraduate students was further subdivided between the pool of students

taking degree-credit programs, and those enrolled in non-degree ,credit

courses of stttr. This latter estimate was borrowed from the NCES pro-

jections.

The high estimate orenrollments was derived by allocating

undergraduate degree credit, non-degree credit, and graduate and 'first

-professiotial students into full and part-time categories using the estimates

of the NCES. The shares of the public and private sectors in each of these
I

categories was kept constant throughout the period, an assumpticin sub-,

_stantiated by the past ten -year, trends (Table 25). The resulting projec-

tions anticipate slow growth in the public sector between 1974/75 and

1979/80 from 5.9 million to 6.6 million FTE student, and a leveling off

9f enrollments during the next five years. In the private sector, enroll-
,

meats are.expected to remain at the 1974/75 levels between now and 1980,

i.e., 1.9 `million FTE students, and to be .100 thousand less in 1985:

The low estimate of enrollment is predicated on the assumption

that an Increasing proportion of students will attend part-time, and that

the share of part-time enrollments for degree-credit undergraduates will

increase from the currentievel of 36-37 per cent ottlie total to 51 per

.4.cent, th attendance pattern of students. The share of non-
,

degree Students attending part-time was estimated to increase 10 per cent,
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to 61 per cent of the total`,.equal to that -of graduate students today. In

the case of-graduate and first profeasional students, their share of part-
..

time enrollmontWas increased by 10 per celit,, to 71'per cent of the total,

in propbrtion to

degree students

- SUS (Table 27).

the estimated increase in part-time aitendanceof,noti-

(Table 26). These enrollments were then translated into

.

-The assumptions underlying the low projections, _though, fairly
4

arbitrary, are not difficult to justify. In the first place, the share of

part-tiine students has beengrowing faster than projected by NCES. In

the second place; ttiere.'aie sound 'economic reasons why-the proportion

of part-time students is likely to increase. As the financial returns frOm

attending college for the average student decline, the rational resgtins4

for students is to reduce their investment in aequiriing additional education.

As long as their most itnportant single compcinent of cost is foregate in-.

-come, it would make sense for students to minimize this co

attend parttime.
I

eat and

Such a shift in enrollment patterns will reduce the FTE,load-

of public" institutions by 12 per cent from the. high projections and that of
P

private institutions by a little over 20 per 'cent. These projections are

based on the assumption that both types of 'institutions keep the same share
.

of market bietylie of_ student. cour7, if private 'institutions start -com-

peting more actively for iiart-time studepti, their enrollments may be

higher than those in the low projection. ,



tes of Instructional Costa

As with enrollment projeCtions, crucial assumptions, or

choices, also must made about the behavior of different components:

of costs in the future. The mosrdifficult decis relate

to the behavior of professional, especially faculty, wages. It will be re-

membered' that during each of e ten years ending with 1970,,,faculty

wages increased three per cent fasterthan the CPI. By contrast, in the

five years which followed, 'faculty wage increases lagged the CPI index

gains by 1.1 per cent a year on the average.

How will wages faculty grow in the future?_ it can be argued_

that professors have already taken a stzable beating in living standards,

and projections -of large erosions of purchasing power are not warralited

for an.exercise dtvigned to measure the extent of the pOssible finhncial

crisis of higher education. It can also be argued thaf---iiith the plethora

otinstructional staff continuing unabated, it is unrealistic to project wage

fn eases re-129;tir* conditions when facility was in short supply.

Rather
--,

=

than take an.unpopular position, we decided to present
; ' 0

.alten$X1,0tost estimates -based on different -assumptions related to
-t-

- .

oarnen-ta: .thelitst, an higher one, assumes that wages of
A " -

"..-Vach14?:,will increase three per .cent a year for each rank, or as fast as

last- growing, full - employment economy. The second

e ceifthi Increase 1 viageb at 2.0 per cent a year, one-half

pdg cent under.the growth of productivity in a slower-growing

I

41t
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economy characteriz higher unemployment levels.

e The rate of growth of clerical wages, other instructional and

' departmental research, and administrative coststwas rojected to increase

at 3.0 per cent for the fast- growth (i11 employment) economy, and 2.5

per cenk for the slower-growth model. Operationration and maint fiance expenses
\ r

were allowed to grow per cent faster than the price level,ia line with

past trends . Finally, library expenses were allowed increase by 3.5

per year in the slowgrowth

growth model. Again, these rates rea

ion, and 5.0 per cent in the fast-

caliy reflect past growth rates.

On the assumption that'resources-per standard undergraduate

stmdent will remain constant, these assumptions were translated into

estiniated costs per SUS for five )ears of 13-14 per cent increases in con-

smut dollars forthAlow-growth model, and a 17-18 per cent, increase

for the high-growth el. ten years, ending with 1985, the costs are.
projected to increase by 28 to 30 per cent for the low, and 37 to_39 per

cent for the high projection, for the public and private sectors respectively

(Table 28).
tP

1,0 practice, total costs per student are likely to increase some-
,

S.
what faster than these projections. The near stagnation or possible decline

in enrollment will increase the proportion of senior ItZt;lty-and adminis-

trators in totaLemployment. Based on a simulation of the rank distribution

of the teachiicg staff, estimates were prepared to take into account these

developments. *Since roughly half of the total cost is accounted for by this

F-
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type of personnel, the growth in real costs was &infrequently increased by

one to two per cent for the Public sector, and by mix- tenths to 3 per cent
'mew

for the private sector for the first five years, depe in upon the enroll-

..?>#meat projection. For the sum-total of ten years,' the in ease in cost

from increasing seniority was from 2.5 to 3.5 per cen or e public, Ilk
from 2 to-4 per cent for the private sector.12

_ .

Alternative assumptions, which illould have permitted the costs

in public schools with declining enrollments to rise considerably, could

have resulted i 'Sher expenditure projections. For instance, 4khe budgets

0811110ffilic'schoo which were projected to lose students were not cut and

jNrkes.it cc state for the next 10 years, the total costs of the public sectir

, could conceivably be some seven,per cent higher .13

In the private sector, only one assumption was made about

t . In the course of the-pait five years, schools- with declining enroll-,
went, which had started with lower costs per student compared to schoolS

1
which held their own or gained enrollment, have caught up sts of

the more successful schools, and so have their tuitioh cha ges. It would-
,

be unrealistic Cproject that weak schools could spendisUbstantially more,

and charge much more, than schools which dire more popular. Hence,

the estimated outlay for the-private seswr was built up on the basis of the

experience of strong schoolil and it wastusymed that they would impose
. ,

their levels of costitind tuition on the others.

Under the low projection, the enrollment in institutions which
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managed to increasie their enrollment 4 the past is projected to deCline
*

We adjiisted the costs per student by four per cent in 1980 and

1985,te allow for the incieasececost of maintaining increased plant, in

"
,

addition to the previous adjustments for the seniority of the faculty.
. ,

Back ofthe enieepe estimates, where it was ssumeddiat

budgets of,schools loshit.enrbltments would not,decline in constant dnliars,
1

so that they wotild be alloweilv0 operate, increased outlays of 15 to 25 per

cent were the" ones estimated. The budgets per student of some schools

with declining enrollments would have to exceed by two- thirds those of

scho614 where enrollments stayed at present levels.

The/resulting estimates of costs per standard undergraduate
.

student and FMNpear in Table 29. They are quite consistent with past

experience. TI4 costs per standard' undergraduate student are slightly ti

highei in,Apriviite sector than in the public sector., under all assumptions,--:_ . . - .
...1143 the costs per. 40/equivalent student quite a bit higher, as the
wl-. . ,,, _

.

proportion of OWuate undergraduate students in that sector is expected
1 .

td increase.
, fr, , 4- -

It is significan that even witifthe "stingy" increases projected

for the private sekor, the'spread between the costs in the private sector
de, T

either on a'-SUS bitSisriand, espixially on an FTE basis; are likely to

widen. Thus, unless (l)'the private sector either economizes on resources
ih-1

per student, or (2) allows wages of its employees to Tag behind dose in the

public sector, or (3) al% resources-devoted to graduate students, its cost

A 4
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structure will make its increasingly difficult for.it to compete with the
-

public sector. A range }of tot41 cost estimates Appears in Table 30.

Revenues

Projections.of revenues were prepared for (1) tuition, (2) state

and local government appropriations, (3) student aid revenues, and (4)

endowment and gifts separately-for the public ant private sectors..

Regression equations were fitted for data for the past 10 to 15

years. In the ease of all important revenue sources, simple regression

explained between 80 and 99 per cent of the variance, and thus produced

reliable foreciiat on the assumption that support patterns in the higher

education sector do not change drastically. These resulting projections,

expressed in 1974/75 prices, are summarized below.14

For instance, the R2 for the tuition equation for both the public

and private sectors, which explained the level of tuition as a function of

per capita disposable income; was .97 for the Alic and .98 for the private

sectors respectively. The tuition levels forecast by these equations, of
. .

course, depended on the growth level of the output of the economy, and

in the case of the high growth GNP were $646 per FTE student in 1980 and

P. $747 in 1985 for thepublic, and $2,783 an 1980 and $3,244 in 1985 for the

private sector. For the low-growth economy,. the tuition levels forecast

were lower, i.e., $620 and $703 for 1980 and 1985 for the public sector,

and $2,665 and $3,042 for the same two years for the private sector. Thus,

both public and prIP4te sector tuitions-arjAprojected to increase by 45 per

.1 ,

. 45
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cent within the next ten years under the high GNP assumption. kinder the

low GNP proections, tuition rates, although rising less steeply, stir'
4

result in a widening dollar gap between public and private tuitions. The

ratiobetween the two, which stood at slightly over 4 .3-ik1974/75, will

remain at roughly that level under either assunitgon (Table 31).

It should be noted, in 'addition, -that the share.of tuition in

instructional expenditure is prOjected to grow from 16 to 49 per cent or

more of the total in the public sector and decline from 74 to less than 70

per cent of the total in the private sector.

The variance explained by the regression equ.sitic\1 used. to

forecast state and local appropriations was much higher for the public,

as contrasted to the private sector. This is Pucky, since these moneys

play a larger part in the finances of public schools. WLeStimated, an

the basis of the equation that with a high GNP and high enrollment, $16

billion would be available for the public sector in 1980, and that this source

of funds would grow.to $20 billion by 1985. With low enrollment, thereve-

nues are reduced by a billion. Another billion c ld be 'stiaved by low GNP

and low enrollment in 1980 and $2 billion in 1985 tTable 32). State and
J

local appropriations Uwe always
4 played a much smaller role in the private

\ ...

sector, and the amounts forest for 1980 and 1985 were in ncase greater,
dian ;435 million.

The best regression for student aid ;funds chann ed through

institutions tied the amounts to the gross national product, an had a

46
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respectable R2 of .83 anti .86 for the public and private sectors respectively.

For the public sector, the amounts forecast were $146 million in 1980 and

$179 million in 1985 for the high GNP projection, and $1S9 million and $168

arks for the low projection. Corresponding figures for the private sector

(in millionikwere, for the high-prOiction, $256 and $307 in 1980 and 1985,

respectively, and $247 and $290 for the low GNP projection (Table 33).

The only disappointment in our simple regression equations

was the torecast of endowment and gift income in the public sector. The

R2 of the equation was a mere .5.- $y contrast, the same equation ex-,
plained .98 of the variance foi private institutions. Since endowment and

gift income plays a mfnor part in the finances -of public institutions, and
4

was forecast to contribute less than one per cant of the total revenue in

most years, cre deL'ided not to look for better equations. By contrast, in

the private sector, endowment and gifts contribute as much as a quarter

of the moneys devoted to instruction, and they were forecast to grow to;

between p .0 an $2.1 billion, depending upon the growth of GNP (Table 34y

Once the projections are summed, they indicate that the reve-

nues available for instructin the-public sector may be close to $19-20

billion in 1980, depending upon the level of economic activity and enroll-

ment, and those of the private sector may reach between $6.2 to $7.5

billion. Between 10 and 1985, the revenues are projected_t:14ow close

to 20 per cent in real terms for the public and 15 per cent for the private

sector in constant dollars (Table 35).
4P
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The Next 10 Years--The Parameters of SolvenCy

A comparison of expenditures and outlays for the next tetra

. years in the public leaves one withV fairly optimistic .feeling abotit

the finances of that sector.. For all four alternatives, be it high or low.
levels of enrollment, and high or low growth, sufficient resources seem

palm generated to pay for the instructional costs of students in Kat part.

of the on establishment.

It should bre-4tressed, though, tat the hair- breadth balance

between the prOjections of expegditures and reveng depends upon the

following crucial assuinptiohs: (1) That states and localities will continue

their pattern of support to the higher education sector. If legislatures

decide to dig in their heels by allocating the same proportion of GNP to

higher education institutions, sometime after 1980 public colleges and

ugiversities will have to economize drastically (Table 35). (2) That drastic
w

economy measures will be taken to controlthe costs of institutions which
%.,

lose students. Otherwise, as we m coned above, costs could exceed our

estimates by as much as eight per , land either professional salaries.

would be depressed, or other resources per student would have to be

econotnized. (3) That the earningrelative losses of earn power of members of

the facility during the past three years not be made up, but than urther

'erosion of earnings relative to the average wages of the remaining popula-

don be stopped.

In the private sector, the balance between anticipated income

43
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ad outlays is more eAtic. For the next five years, our projections do

not an ipate an accentuation of the overall penury of the private sector.

In that od, unless the economy grows at a- fasfrate, the private sector,

will be sgbeezed slightly if its enrollments remain at theiryr ent levels.

In ten years, serious deficits will materialize with high earn ent,.and

lower ones with fewer students.

Thefollowing assumptions underlie all prOjections: (1) The

balance between 1975 and 1980 depends upon state and local authorities not

cutting 4own'the growth of these moneys to the level of the incrase of the

GNP.

(2) If certain schools continue to increase their enrollments

at the expense of other schools in the private sector, nearly ckersixth

of the capacity with the high enrollment, and close to one-quarter of the

capacity with the low enrollment will become redundant (and wilthave to

be withdrawn). Whethey some private colleges and universities will Close,

or whether they will just reduce their plant and equipment to the scale'S

their projected enrollments is not clear. In the long run, the schools with
r-

declining enrollment, as a group, will have to take drastic steps to reduce

the numbersVtheir faculty, probably by-some 20 per cialt. In other

words, the balance between revenue and\ ;penditures in the private sector

is predicated upon vigolious management cuts to reduce outlays in schools

where enrollment will continue to decline. This will be a tough pill

49
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(3) Finally, just like it the public,sector, we have not pity- ``..--

vided for a catch -up factor for the faculty. Their salaries were projected

to risein concert with general productivity.
41

A skeptikal reader might also wish to.question some of the

assueptions about the growth of endowment and gifts income to the private

sector, especially if enrollments'decline there drastically. If endowments

and gifts income is proportional to the enrollment in that sector, the pro-

jected revenues under the low projection are overstated by a shade over

six per rent. The relative ease of the private sector in catering to fewer

students could be an illusion. If the economy grows slowly, even the low

enrollment projection revenue is not sufficient to support the projected

expenses in 1980. Irrespective of the growth.of the economy, if endow -

meat and gift income is overestimated, expenditures and revenues of

the private sector will be seriously,out of balance by 1985 (Tables 36 and 37).

In summary, if past treads hold, we anticipate only minor

problems in the public

In the private sector."

sector, and some financial problems after 1980

The maintenance of diversity, another way of Say-
-v

big that not too many private schools will have to close, will remain a hot

toiiic for the next ten years, and especially diming the 1980's.

. IV. AN EVALUATION OF FINANCIAL CONDITIONS

Federal policy to meet thefinancia of the postseccpd-

ary sector should be formulated in the context of a th ee-pronged analysis

along the following lines: (1) financial developments the whole of the
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public and private sectors, (2) an'analysis of schools which gained or lost

enrollments, and (3) recommendations for de Bing with the problems

the academics, yvho are the real losers of the present penury.

Financial conditions in the past. Recent by Bowen 'and
,

,.-

Mit er15 have documented the uneasy balance betweeh expenditures and
; .

. ,

revenues in the private sector. The two authors concluded that the dire

predictions which had been-made about the private schools' impending

bankruptcy werenot coming true. They also identified the following as

the principal sources of savings in private schoOls: (1) keeping the rate of

growth of_professionals' salaries below that of the general Price level,

and (2) viorkIng the existing faculty harder, both by reducing the faculty/

student ratio'and by expanding offerings by, faculty members, whose num-

bers are either constant or declining.

The travail of the public sector has been more spottily docu-

mented. News about the City of New York's difficulties and the tough

ceilings on spending in several states have made headlines. As a general

rule, states and localities have tried to reduce the rate of growth of sub-

sidles to postsecondary institutions and have'forced a large number Of

institutions to tighten their belts .16

A simple hi/ dramatic way to measure the extent of the econ-

omies made. during the years 1971 to 1975 is to compare earlier projec-
;
tons with actual expenditures in 1974/75. We prepared such a ser163 of

projections17 for 1975/76 years ago, and we have re-estimated them

51
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for the academic year ending in 1975 for this' report. This shows that
ft

even if one uses the model which projected the lowest level of increase in

costs (the one which assumed that (1) professional wage levels were likely

to deteriorate in relation to average wages, and (2) that the economy was
.%

likely to graii at a relatively slow rate), the projected expndtrures exceed

the amounts actually spent.Ve
We estimate that public institutions spent three per cent less

than projected, and.private institutions four per cent less than projected

for theme. By far the major part of the "savings" was reilized by keeping'

professiohal wages below projected levels. We estimate that real wages

in 1975, were seven per cent less than anticipated by our pessimistic pro-

jection. Thus the total savings in the public sector came out of the pockets

of the professional and teactittig Eltaffs. In the private sector, roughly

three-quarters of the savings could be explained in the same way. The

lion's share of the remaining savings Caine from lower real levels of ex-

penditures on operation and maintenance. The use of other resources and

their proportions, remained relatively constant throughout the period.

The shqrt-fall of resources which necessitated this policy of

.r

professional wage restraint as caused by.the slower-than-expected growth

of the economy. Receipts fr tuition, endowments and gifts, and state

appropriations were all reduced by the effects otthe current recessi9n..

The level of tuition in both the public and private sectors is
. 4 -

unusually highly correlated to the level of per capita disposable income.
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a.

. Since incomes were depressed by the recession, the level of tuition was
A

set lower than it would have,been under full employment. We estirhate

that public institutions could have charged $56,more per FTE student ih, .

1975 had there been,full employment, and private institutions could have
. .

charged $140 metre., In that year, the increased tuition could have brought
.,

$335 million more to the public sector -and $282 million more to the pri-

vate sector. -

..!,

The income from ei3dowinent and gifts was also depressed bq
. ,. , ---- . , .,,, ..-

the lower level oiiheigrOsi national Product. In a full employment economy,,

public postsecondary institutions could have received an additional $20
..

million .in endowment and gift income, and private institutions could have

received $140 Million-more. Aisuming that the relationship between gross

, national product, enrollment and state appropriations continZed as in the

past mix', ea .r fi , $280 million more would have been appropriated by states

for the public sector.if there had bee:D.410 ....recession. The combined costs

of the recessi were roughly'a billion dollars for the publicand-pritr,ate

:schools . /
This additional sum would have been sufficient to prevert pfo-

/-

fessional and instructional wages from lagging behind the price level. Of

course, under full employment, per capita personal incomes would have

been higherand probably an.additional billion dollars would have been re,

quired to maintain proportionality between professors' average conipensa-

lion and average earnings: In other words, -eiten- in a full employmentf.
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.economz the average faculty

-parativeli worse off in '1975

purchasing power.
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member could have been expected to be corn-
:

than in 1971, Mt he would not !lave lost actual

The balance between the pubife and PriVate'sector.' Piojegtions

.of enrollments by sector presented in this study were based on past tretes.

l'hese'trends are not immutable. A number of reasons can be4cidti5ed to

project, either gains or losses by the private sector between now,Emd 1985.

On the dptimistic side, the illowdown. if not, the virtual halt,
, ,- , ,

of ikw campuses established under public tufspices will remov-e some of

the pressure upon private institutons. On the pessimistic side, the ever -

widening gap between. ptiblic and private tuition will probably continue to

undermine the proportion of students going to Kivate schools.-

Although it may sound as an anathema to the representatives

of public schools, federal incentives to increase public tuition levels _may

notle otft-of place. If Basic Opportunity Grants were increased in such a .

way that a significant pOrtion, up to $1,000 a'year, was reserved for the
. .

payment of tuition, the incentive to states to take advantage of this increased

money could be irresistible. Most dispassionate observers, witness the

recent recommendations submitted to_the N jersey State Department

niEducation, .do bemoan the large subsidy to children of rich parents who

attend public schools".

in conclusion, "it may be appropriate to stress that the segment

of students traditionally served by the private sector may be shrinking .

g
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faster than total enrollment, Some private, schools were e er unable
b

or unwillingto make suitable arrangements to attract me students'.

If the'conclitions described by the low enrollment projection do materialize,

either their attitude will have to change, or many schools will lose enroll-

meat andsomivhil be forced to close their doors. It has been argued

, that schools threatenAlt extinction are located in areas where there
- 411P

is little oppolTunity for part-time employment, and that they have been

*ictims of a trend.' It is s 14 thaibthey take some E5ison to provide.

part-time tbs, pose down on full-dine staff for clerical,'

matntenance and, perhaps, Eitud en t counselling endeavors,. and cut up these
,

job #o make, part-tithe earning opportunitiies for their own students.

.The designing of attractive earn-while-you-learn' programs could we be

14E9)uraged by,the i7tmd fox Postsecondary Education. Should the

studies prove a success, the judicious use of Wqrk-study money could_go

a long way toward preserving smaller institutions. - 401*

We have shown below that if it is believed desirable-for the
4

Cili

reliiiire wages of teachers to return to their former levels, institutional
.

-E4

aid. may be required tcrachieve this purpose. On the other hand, one-.ould
...

argue that the deterioration of wages of college teachers-could have the

pcisitiye effect of acting as asignal to potential graduate students to stay

away, from school. One could butiress this gument with die fact that

Inost.of thk deficits in the priTate sector are caused by graduate students,

. andthat aid.to institutions will not help undergraduates, the group to which

.65
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most &Oral aidis targeted.

Institutiotial aid to postsecondary institutions seems more

justified if one is pessimistic about the ability of the economy to come

back to full employment. Our projections indicate that if there is light

Ott the end of the economic-n=3A., it would appearNhat federal institutional
se

programs are less easy to advocate.

We have searched our conscience at length, and have not come
5

to a firm conclusion about the desirability of institutional aid. On balance,

we have come out against it. It. states and localities continue their subsidy

policy,. therl will certainly beenough money for the public sector. Popular

_schools ip the private sector also ought to make ends meet. Subsidies to

schools not able to take energetic enough action either to scale down ex-
.

pensestor attract more students "are likely to encourage profligacy and.

waste, and be disfunctiolial from an economic point of view.

Schools which gained or lost enrollment. Our analysis has

." highlighted the fact that the offetings of the school, its location,.its reputa-,

tion, or some other factors that are difficult to measure have affected

tifrecent growth or decline of schools. These inkangibles are prokiibly

more important than the resources expended per student,tuition charges,

Arlo of .tuition to instructional cOsts.'

It is Mt at all clear whether a change in taste or in increase

Jo- the state subsidies to students who attend private lnstitutions was respon-

Itible for the better-than-expected shiming of some schools in the private

- '56



.sector. `However, it is quite clear that the increased acceptance of sub-

professional prepazation has benefited a number of public sector junior

colleges, while the well-publicized surplus of teachers has hurt state in-

stitutions which specialize in teacher-training.
-

MAe
most sIgnificant finding in the analysis of schools which

gained or lost enrollment was that the schools whiop were most popular

with students did nat gain iesources pertudent. On the other hand,

schools which could no longer attract the same number of students from
k

year to year did increase th4or resources. Either they were suffering

diseconomies of scale; or they,could not cut down their outlays fast

enough.

Aid to institutions,5rith declinini enrollments is likgy to weaken

those institutions which are popular with students. in the public sector,

where the allocations to the positecondary sector are probably fixed in

the aggregateport to failing institutions reduces the resources avail-

able to the successful ones. States should realize that a bail-out of losers

in the public sector will adversely affect the private sector. The avaii-
.

t-
ability of places in highly subsidized schools with low levels of enrollment

is likely to attract students who would otherise enroll in smaller private

. schools .

It is equally difficult to justify a program to save private ,

schools which to attract students. If this help made it possible for

them to lower th it tuition below the level of othel priv,ate schools, we
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4

would be consciously encouraging ankients to choose schools with offerings

they consider to be less economically viable than others . With

college grates, competing increasingly for professtral and other high-r
statue lob's, specific preparation for the 'world of work is likely to bit ome

more,pbpuiii, and traditional liberal arts colleges may have to widen
44

their offerings. Trustees andadministratore of private campuses that

continue to lose enrollment should seriously think either Consolidatlak,

Sese schools-and/or reorienting their offerings to apetialties that are

demanded by students., any federal action is indicated, it is to encourage

the schools' self -study to adjust their mission in tomorrow's student en-

roilment patteriii and the economy.

Orobjems of academics. The s)Frnpathyfor the penury of post-
.

secondary institptionsvpressed in this reporrtould ring &hie in the light

arthe limiteArion recommeadations above. The reader should not be

deceived by this apparent contradiction. Others, besides us, have docu-

mentedothe fact that *tuitions are coping with the crisis, but that
X-academics are the real losers.

4.
There is little rely in' sight for teachers. in the first place,

their bargaining position is poor. The well- documented glut of Ph.D.'s '14\1..,.
has restked in excessive numbers of applicants for academic jobs in both

t
humanities and the hard sciences. Administrators' have discovered a new

power over estliblisikd academia. A's.movenient bawein institutiotr)

-..%%liaistopped., the chances of losing a valuable member of the faCuity to 1
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another institution have been greatly reduced. In this, in in fu

crises, it is likely that teachers will bear the brunt of the econo

The decline in teacheis' earnings is likely to have deleterious

effects. In the short run/ if academic wages deteriorate in relation to

average wages, we can expect some lowering of the quality of the faculty

ing

2

in areas such as economics, law and medicine, where teachers can easily

switch to employment in bther sectors. In the long run, this deterioration

may betiome verY'serfous, if embittered professors unionize and wages

are set on the basis of seniority, rather than specialty.

The brunt of the burden of the financial crises in academia'

will piobably `continue tote borne by protiskionals. Our projections-in-

dicate that under certain cireumstances, teachers may continue to experi-

ence a relative deterioration oftheir earning levels to relieve the financial

crunch on institutions.-

In all probability, administratorEi have not pustled teachers_

to the limit of their tolerance nor have they exhausted their options in

keeping coats down. For instance, the elimination orclasses with low

enrollments and the elimination Of reduydant departments has just begun.

The opportunity to employ ono part-time basis the large number of Ph.D.'s

who have jobs outside of the demic establishment, to teach part-time

students at night, has not been fully exploited. This adjunct faculty is
.

generally badly paid, and does not receive any fringe benefits. With in-

creasing. pgoportions Of chose enrolled attending college part-time, this
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opportunity to cut down on faculty costs does no* appear to be trivial.

The consequent reduction of demand for full-timefaculty will

strengthen the head of administors in their negotiations with unions or

individual faculty members. The to which the spirit of academic

colleitality is likely to be affected cannot to gauged. 411

If policy akers shay our concern about the academics'

losses in the econorrkpecidng orAr, special attention ought to be paid

to improving conditions in the academic labor market. There are two

measures which could be suggested to this end: (1) providing a special fund

to make it 9ossible for academics to retire early, both by matching funds

to the retirement fiords and, additionally, by providing special appropri-

ations to index their retirement benefir to the cost of living, and (2) sub-

sidiiing the fringes, if not the salakies of academics, in order to increase

the nods that are avail le for their salaries. Federal policy planners

should consider both the efibiliti of government funding for the retire-

ment benefits mend above, and possadi the funding of a specialyrogram

to reimburse academics for their medical costs or-for their children's

college tuition.

Suinmary.

ti

Thecomparative'penury of postsecondary institutions, which

we ascribe mostly to the slowdoem in the economic growth of the U.S. ,

has not significantly affetted the resources expended to educate students.

Ins/tail, as we have shown-, there has been an 'increasing misallocation of

rebources during the past five years, with the schools that attract more



students having to make do with los, while the schools that lose students

ire spending more. In tije next ten years, we believe that suffpient funds

will be generated for a parsimonious operation of higher education.
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Footnotes

'Earl Cheit, The New Depression in Higher Educatiod: A Study of
Financial Condigons at 41 Colleges and Universities (Mctraw Hill Book
Company, 1971).

2See Appendix A.

3See Appendix Table A-1

4See Appendix B.

5Joseph Froomkin et al. , Financial of the Post-Secondary
Sector, 1975 to 19RYTVrashington: Joseph roomkin p-1972)

6See Appendix C.

Vie Amber of standard undergraduate students was derived by using a
eighted measure of FTE enrollment at different levels of instruction

.and in different types of institutions. The weighting-was as folkows:

Public Universities
k.lOtt:er Pour-Year

Q-Year
Private Universities

Other Four-Year
Two7Year

Pre - Baccalaureate First Professional Graduate

_1.04 2.8 3.1
1.04 2.8 2.8

.84
1.09 2.8 3.1
1.03 2.8 2.9
.84

ti
8Froornktn; cit. Also see Section IV .of this report.

9The comparisons for the 1970/71 to 1974/75 period are made more diffi-
cult not only by changes in the form, but alsoby the change in the defini-
tion of enrollments by type of institution: In 1973/74 NCES teasonably
decided to disaggregate satellite canvases from parent institutions. Thus,
Instead of reporting four-year and two-year colleges as part of a parent
university system, these schools were reported in their appropriate cate-
gories. For the sake of comparability, we have adjusted some financial
statistics, and labeled them, as old aggregation, in the first, descriptive
chapter of the study. SinCe statistics on both bases were available in
1973/74, the ratios 'develop& from that year's experience were applied to
1974/75, to derive estimates based on the old aggregation.

GI
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In the second pail of our study, we have used the original HEMS data to
regroup all-institutions in a consistent makier. Thus, all doctorate-
granting institutions are under the heading of universities. For certain
analyses, they have been disaggregated with divinity schools, service
schools, certain technical schools, and schools with medical schools
reported separately. Four-year schools include campuses which offer
a bachelor's or master's degree, and typo-yeir schools thOse institutions
with offerings generally below she bachelor's .

10See Appendix Table A-3,,..4.

statement is not strictly true. Slightly different changes in ratios
of full-time faculty for SUS were observed in different types of schools.
Only if one assumes that pay is related to benefits to studentecan this
statement be rationalized.

12TH estimating the composition of faculty by rank, it was assumed, first
of all, that the combined death and retirement.rate for faculty would be
L3-per cent per year. This is consistent with estimates derived by
Cartter (Allan M. Cartter and Robert L. Farrell, "Academic Labor
Market Projections and the Draft," The Economics and Financing of
Higher Education in the United States (Washington: U .S .G .P .0., 1969,
p. 161). It was Further assumed that su h d _ths and retirements as did
occur would be confined to -the top two acaetnic ranks, professors and
associate profetsors. Additionally, on the basis of HEGIS dat4, estimates
were made of the number of promotions and loescs at each academic rank
and for bothrie public and private sectors for thippetiod.1970/71 to 1975/
76. These es of promotion and loss were then used to estimate the

4 rank distribution of faculty for 1980 and 1985, with estimates of total
faculty needed and new hires derived by assuming a constant faculty-
ALudent ratio to 1980 and 1985.

13The estimates are based 'on the assumption that the growth of each type
of schools (growing, declining less than 10 per cent, and declining more
than 10 per cent) would be similar to the experience of the past 5 years:

Where G is the T
the previous five-
This illocation results

Git-1 xGtx
.1*

e in enrollment for type of school i, t-1 is
, and t is the pericid fbr the projections.

in the following projection:

-63
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(enrollment in thousands of FTE)
PRIVATE

No Decline 962 1,112
Less Than 10 Per Cent Decline 493 457
Greater Than 10 Per Cent Decline 403 299

1,203
39.7
208

17g57 17158

PUBLIC

No.Decline 4,6305,524
Less Than 10 Per Cent Decline 771 713
Greater nap 10 Per Cent Decline 494 370

5,775
575
248

57875 3760 7,39-g

Low
Enrollment
1980 1985

889 945
365 312
239 .163

'74971.TTY

4,870 5,067
628 504
326 216

5,8245'789

Taking FTE costs as of 1974/75 and newly projected enrollments,. the
figures cited in the text were derived.

14For both the high and low GNP. projections, the following estimates of the
civilian labor force in 1980 and 1985 were used (figures are in thousands):

(1) 1980: 101,673
(2) 1985: 108,602

These esgmates were taken from the Monthly Labor Review (Washington:
U.S.G.P .0., December 1976), Table 3, page 7.

For the high GNP projection, the following assumptions were made:

4 (1) Productivity increase: 3 per cent per year...
(2) Unemployment: 4 per cent.
(A) Hours per week: down .2 per cent per year.

For the low GNP projection, the follOwing assumptions were made:

e'r (1) Productivity: up 2.5 per cent per year.
(2) UnemployMent: 6 per cent. ,

(3) Hours per we*: down .2 per cent per year.

Applying these growth rates to 1974-75 GNP, we obtained GNP estimates
(in 1974/75 prices) for the 1979/80 and 1984/85 school years. Personal
and dispakable personal incomes were assumed to maintain the same

S s !
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relationship to GNP as in the recent t. Thus, the following projections
of GNP, personal income, and dig x le personal income were derived:

)
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT, PERSONAL INCOME AND DISPOSABLE

INCOME, ACTUAL 1974-1945 AND HIGH AND LOW PROJECTIONS
_ .

Tobl (billions. of 1974/75 dollars)

1974/75 1979/80 1984/85

Gross National Product 1,464.8.
High 1,881.6 2,299.7
Low 1,802.7 2,157.8-\.,

Personal Income 1,2011
High (.82) 1,542.9 1,885.8
Low 1,47B.2 1,769.4

A.'

Disposable Income 1,031.9 I
High (.7) 1,317.1 1,609.8
Low, 1,261,..9. 1,510.5

I

Note: For 1974/75 uses, GNP price deflator for GM) and CPI as deflator
for personal income and d' able personalincome.

r

1

v

.

..........
, 4

.
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15Howard' R. Bowen and W. John Minter, Private Hi er Education:
Annual Reports on Financial and Educational Treads in the Private
Sector of American Higher Education (Washingtaln, D. C.: Associa-
'don of American Colleges, 1975-76).

16Garven Hudgins and Ione Phillips, People's Colleges in Trouble A
' Financial Profile of the Nation's State tiniversitiet _and Land-Grant

Colleges (Washington, 'D. C.: National Association of State Univer-
sides and Land Grant Colleges, 1976).

Jack Maggarrel, "State Appropriations Up 24 Pct . in Two Years,"
Chronicle of Higher Education .(Washington, D. C.), Volume XIII,
Number (Octor 25, 1976), pp. 9-11.*

,

17Froomkin, loc. cir.
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TABLE 1

ENROLLMENT, EXPENDITURES, AND REVENUES, 1970 - 1975

(Costs for FTE and SUS in $'s;
Aggregate Expenditure and Revenue Data in Millions of $'s)

1970-1971 1971-1972

Full-Time Equivalent Students (thousands) . 6,793
Standard Undergraduate Students (thousands) .8,265

Total Current Funds Revenues. $24, 021

TotalCurzent Funds Expenditures $23,M5
(1967 dollars)* ($18; 574)

Total Current Funds Expenditures/FTE $3,462
(1967 dollars) ($2,735).

Total Current Funds Expenditures/SUS $2,838
(1967 dollars) ($2,242)

Instructional Costa $13,282
(1967 dollars)# ($10, 320)

Instructional Costs /FIE $1,955
(1967 doll4rs) ($1,519)

67

7,211
8,652

$26, 401

$25,717
($19,322.)

$3,566
($2,679)

$2,972
($2, 233)

,766
0,873)

$2,048
($1,508)

All Institutions

1972-1973 1973-1974 1974-1975

7,32L; 7,529 7;887
8, MI 9,137 9,572,

$28,802 $31,927 $35,935 c./1

$28,141 $30,916 $35,301
($/0,158) ($20,583)' ($71,486)

.

$3,844 ',$4,106 $4,476
($2,754 ) ($2,734) ($2,724)

$3,190. $3,384 $3; 688
($2,285) IF ;253) ($2,245)

$16,186 $17,919 $19,793
($11,335) ($11,727) ($11,923)

$2,211 $2,380 $2,510
($1,548) ($1,558) ($1,512)
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I

. Instructional Costs/SUS
(1967.dollars)

4'

'Tuition ReFeAne/Instructional Costs

Per Cent of Total Current Funds Expenditures
Instruclional Costs 1. i=

4' -, i
a Researtib - %-

Auxiliary Ent. erpriseg -*
Operationlind _Maintenance .
Hospitals

l
Per Cent of Total cuireneFuncle. 'Revenues

Tuition ancrFees .i
, . Federal Appropriat_ kw

State Appropriation sr. .,.

Mixiliary Entiarliiiaes_.,--'
Seritoe Pregrams 1.-

rk. -t..Ilospitals -..'' -:

a , r Service. Piogflims ..,

.4
E.

S

0

TABLE 1 (Coned)

t ., All Institutions ,..

1970-1971 .1971-1972- .1972-1973 1473-1974 1974-1975
. .

$1 603 ,

($j ) ($1,27)

'0 0.3

56.5
9.5

12.7
7.4
p3.6

21.0
2.4

26.5
13.0
6.9
3.4
3.5

.4

.9
12.4
7..5
3.9

21.3
2.5

26.4
12.'6
7.A
3.8
a. 6

. _.....__,_,
4

$1,835 $1,961 $2,068
($1,285) .($1,283.) ($1,246)

0.37 , 0.37 0.37

57.5
8.6

11,9.
7.7
4.2.

4-

21.0

26.9
12.1

7.7
4.1
3.6

. 58.0
8.1

11.7
8.1
4.6

20.5
2.7

28.2
11.7
7.7
4.5
3.2.

56.1
9.4

11.6.
-8.7
6:1

6
6.1
4.5



TABLE 1 (Coned)._

a

Sources: National Center for Educational Statisti, Fall Enrollment in Higher EdLication (Washington:U. S. G. P: 0., relevant issues); National Centeffor Educational Statistics, Financial Statistics of
- Institutions of Higher Education:, Current Funds, Revenues, and Expenditures (Washington: U. S. G. P. 0relevant issues); D. Kent.Halstead,. Higher Education Prices and Price Indexes (Washington,
U. S,-G. P. 0., 1975); D. Kent Halstead, Ffio:her Educatiz Prices and Price Indexes, 1975 Supplement,(Washington: U. S. G. P'. 0., 1976); NCO, unpublished Tv,ditures and revenue data (1973-74 and 1974-75).

1974-75 Financial Data Estimates, see Appendix
,

,
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TABLE 2
4

PRICES INDEXES RELEVANT TO HIOlIER EDUCATION, 1965-75
(1966-67

Higher EclucatiodPrice Index *
Consumer Price Index
Higher EdUcation Aggregate Expenditures Price Index

Public
Private

Research and Development Price Index
. Operation and Maintenance Price Index
Hospital Expenditures Price lndei

--Auxiliary Enterprises Price Index
Faculty Compensation Price Index

= 100)

1965-66 1969-70

4

1970-71 1971-72

95.0
97.2
95.4
95.4
95.5
94.7

94.6
97.0

121.0
114.7
119.5
119.7
119.2
119.3
--

121.0
116.4 ,

128.7
120.7
126.6
126.9
126.2
126.
123.8
129.1
120.4
131.0

135.8
125,1,
133.1
133.5
132.5
133.0
133.0
135.2
125.2
137.0

-lEapressed in terms of percentage c:Itange from previous year)
.

Higher Education Price Index
Consumer Price Wert
Higher Education Aggregate Expenditures Price Index

Public
Private

Research and Dev
°Oration and
He Expenditures
Auxiliary
Faculty C

Price Index
ce Price Index

Price Index
Price Index
Price- bidex

6.3 6.4
4.2 . 5.2
5.8 6.0
5.9 5.9
5.7 5.9
6.2 5.9.

NE

6.4 6.7
4.6 3.4

5.5
i..6

5.1
5.0
5.3
7.4
4.7
4.0
4.6

, 74/



TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

PRICE INDEXES RELEVANT TO HIGHER EDUCATION, 1965-75

=1Ell

(1966-67
I

Higher Education Price.index*
Consumer Price Index ,
Higher Education Aggregate Expenditures' Price Index

Public
Private

Research and Development Price Index
Operation and Maintenance Price Index
Hospital Expenditures trice Index
Auxiliary Enterprises Price Index
Faculty Compensation Price Index

= 100)

1972-73 1973-74

..

1974-75
% Change
1970-75

142.8 152.8
130.0 141.6
139.6 150.2
140.0 150.5
138.9 149.6
139.1 148.1
141.1 157.2
139.3 147.3
132.1 148.8
1j4.0 152.9

166.0
157.4
164.3
164.5
1 ofi. o
162.0
180.2

165.7
165.9
162.0

29.0
30.4
29,8
29.6
30.0
28%3
45.6
28.4
37.8 cp,

c...)

23.7

(Expressed in terms of perceuta change from previous year) Average Yr.
To Yr.
Change
1970-75

Highpr Education Price Index 5.2 7.0 8.6 6.5Consumer Price Indei 3.9 8.9 11.2 6.6Higher Educ.ation Aggregate Expenditures Price Index 4.9 7.6 9.4 6.6Public 1h 4.9 _7.6 9.4 6.6Private
Research and Development Price Index

4.8 7.7 14.6 6.5
9.6
9.4

6.6
6.3

Operation and Maintenance Price index 6.1 11.4 14.6 9.9Hospital Expenditure; Price Index 3.0 g.7 12.5 6.5Auxiliary Enterprises Price Index
Faculty Cornpensatiop Price Index

5.5 126
5.1 6.2

.1615

. 0 57.5
.4

75
76
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TABLE 2 (Coned)

PRICE INDEXES RELEVANT TO HIGHER EDUCATION, 1965-75
(1966-67 = 100)

(Note: See Appendix B for notes cc derivation of aggregate expenditures index, hospital expenditures index, faculty
compensation price index, auxiliary enterprise index and operation and maintenance price index. )

'Price index for educational and general expenditures, excltiding organized research.

Sources : 'b. Kent Haistead, Higher Education Prices and Price Indexes (Washington: IU .S .G .P .0., 1975).

D. Kent Halstead, Higher Education Prices and Price Indexes, 1975 Supplement (Washington: U .S .G .P .0 .,1976);

U. S.,Deptirttnent °fie:commerce, Surrey of Current Business (Washitigton, U.S.G.P .0., relevant issues).
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ENROLLMENT,T,

Aggregktte

I

TABLE 3

EXPENDITURES, AND REVENUES, 1970 - 1975

(Costs for FTE and SUS in $'s;
Expenditure and Revenue-Data in Millions of $'s)

Full-Time Equivalent Students. (thousands)
Standard, Undergraduate Students (th ands)

Total Current Funds Revenges

Total Current Funds Expenditures
(1961 dollars)

Tota\1 Curr;ent Funds Expendinires/FTE
(167 dollars)

.Total Current Funds Expenditutes/SUS
(1967 dollars)

Instructional Costs
(1967 dollars)

Instructional Costs/FTE
(1967 dollars)

.79 J.

All Public Institutions

1970-1971

-4,992
5,863.

$15,645

$15,112
(511,909)

$3, 027
($2 85)

$2,57
42,032)-

*9,158
($77116)

$1;835
($1,426)

:1971-1972

5,385
6,227

$17,211

. $16,608
($12,440)

$3)084
($2,310)

$2;667
($1,998)

$10,315
($7,596)

$1,916
($1,411)

072-1973

. 5,495
6,375

$18,938

$18,348
($13,106)

$3,339
($2,385)

$2,878
($2,056)

$11,427
($8,002)

$2,080
($1,457)

1973-1974 '1974-1975

5,677
6,620

$21,376

$20,493
($13,617)

5,995
6,983

$24,201.

$23,684
($14,398)

$3,610 $3,951
($2,399) )

$3,096
($2,057) ($2,068)

$12,731 $14,174
($8,332)

$2,243
($1,468) ($1,424)



TABLE 3 (Coned)

-All Public institutions

1970-1971 1971-1972 1972-1973 1973497.4 1974-1975

Instructional Costs/SUS $1,562- $1,656 $1,835 $1,997 $2,030
(1967 dollars) ($1,214) ($1,219). ($1,285) ($1,307) ($1,223)

Tuition Revenue/Instructional Costs 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.22

Per Cent of Total Current Funds Expenditures
Instructional Costs 60.6 , 62.1 62.3 62.1'4- t 9.-8.-
Research 8:8 8.2 8.3. 7.8 8.7

Auxlliary Enterprises'
Operation d Maintenance

11.8
7.6

11.5
7.8,

11.0
7.9'

10 8
8.4

10.7
9.3 '_ .:7as

Hospitals _3.6 3.8 3.8 , 4.3 4.9

Per Cent of Total Current Raids Revenues
Tuition and Fees 13.0 13.6 13.3 12.8 12.9
Federal Appropriations 3.0 3%2 3.2 3.2 3.2LState Apprdpriations . 40.1 39.8 40.2 41.3 '43.1
Auxiliary Enterprises 12.1 11.7 11.3 10.E 10.7
Service Programs 5.8 6.0 5.9 6.3 7.8

Hospitals . 3.3 3.6 3.6 4.1 4.7
Other Service Paograms 2.5 2.4 2.2

_
2.2 3.1

Sources: See Table 1.



Frg- Students '(1000"s)
SUS.Students (1000's)

-Total Ctrient Pim" da
Revenues ,

,'Total -Curie% Funds.
ExPenditures

(1967 dollars)-
Epend. 'tures/Fit

(1967 dollars)

%Elillil9c61/11e811123)

:- 11isttvc at I on4il COsts
(19,67 dgila.r8)-

,

r
I

A

4.

r

I TABLE 4 .
- 4.

*

ENRCSLLMENT, EXPENDITURE'S,. AND REVUES, 1970 "- 1975, .
4

(Costs lor FTE and SUS ill $'s;
:Aggregate Expenditure and Reienue Data in Millions of $rs)

1970-101

1,944
2,719

$9;144

$8,928
(17,035),

$4,593
($3,619)

84

($3,577)

Publip Universities

Old Aggregation

1971:1972, 1972-1973- _

2=1032
,2,786

$9,84.5

0,546 ;
( ($7,151)

. '$4,698 .

($3,519)'

'($2.56!6)24

.70)

Z,EAl2
2,796

. 410,ss4

$10328
($7,377)

$5,108
($3;09)

$3_,694
($7,639)

$5,35-
($3,751)

ti

1973-1974 1974-1975

New Aggregation

197371974 1974-1975

-2;090
2,925

2,154
3,065

.

1,683-
2,387

1,730
2,470

C:1%

$11,884 $9,382 -$10,407
46.

- $11,481 $12,493 $9,070 $10,239
($7,629) ($6,027). .4($6,214)

$5,493' Plfii9 $5,918
(P,00) ($ 3. ozo) 7 (3, 81) ($3,598)" . .
$3,925 44416 $3,800 $4,14,§

($2,608 ($2,164) ($2,525) 4_1_ ($2,5X)

$5,938 $6,467 $4,711 $5,176
($3,886) -($3,896) ($3,109) ($3,118)

84' 4



no

f

Instr. Costs /PTE
(1967 dollars)

*tr. Costs/SU$r)
, (1967 dollars)

Tuition Revenue/
-Instructional Cost;

% of Total Current
Funds Expenditures

Instr. Costs
Restearch

Egterprises.
Op, and Maint.
Hospitals

of Total Current.
Funds Revenues-

Ti inn Fees
Federil fi.pprop,.
State Appl-opz, .

Aux. Enterprises
Service Programs

Hospitals..
Other .

8.6_

4.

,
TABLE 4 (Coned)

Old Aggregation New Aggregation

Cro
CO

1970-1971 1921-1972

1

1972-1973
*-

197?-1974 1974-1975 1973-1974 1974-1975

$2,368
($1,840)-

$1, 693
($1,315)

0.246

*it .

51.6
13.6
11.9.4
5..0

12.4
2.0

36,8
I12.2

8.6
4.6
4.1

:
$2,474

($1;822)

$1,804
($1,328)

0.256

.
ft

52.7
12.9
12,0
6.5
5.4

13.1
1.8 4,, .

36.4
12.1
9.1
5.0 .

4.1

($1,855)

$1,916
($1,342)

04-249

rr

51.9
13.4
11.6
6.6
5.8

12.6
1.9

11.9
9.4
5.5
4.0

$2,841
- ($1,859)

$2,030
($1,329) N

cr.2A

-

51.7
12.7

$3,002
($1,808)

$2,131
($1,p4)

is

0.245

1 .6

r V

.

MP MI,

$2,823
($1,876)

$1,990
($1,302) ,

-
0.252

52..4
13.3
12.8
7.0
52,

12.8
2.1

37.4
.13.1

7.7
5.0
2.7

992
($1,819).

$74,096
($1,263)

,0.25.

-50.6
'14.8

8.2
6.11

12.6
2.6

39.7

9.6
-5.7
4.1

6.9
6.1

12.3.
1,9-

37.3
11.8
-97
.5.7
4.0

soinces;'_see T 1.
. E,,

1



N

PTE Students (1000's)
Students (1000's)

Fundsi

Total Current Punch,
Expenditures

(ltdollars)
Expenditures/FTE

(1967 dollars)

ExpendittutesiSbS
(1967 dollars)

--IFstnietianaI'Coetsti,i 11967 clollars)4

87,

TABLE 5

ENROLLMENT, EXPENDITURES, AND REVENUES, 1970 - 1975

(Costs for a* SUS in $'s;
Aggregate Expenditu e and Revenue Data in Million

ii, Pudic er Four-Year Institutions

e .

Old Aggregation

".41114.-

New Aggregation

1970-1971 1971 -1972 197/-1973 1973-1974 1974-1975 1973-1974

1,635 1,739 1,790 1,741 1,807 2,076
1,957 2,085 2,166. 2,144 2,241 2,594

.$4.2034 $4,750 $5,302 $5;870 .$8,184

$4,087
($3221)

$4,592
($3,440)

$5,143
($3,674)

$5, 647
($3,t752)

$7,872
($5,231)

$2,500 $2,641 $2073 13,244 $3,792'
($1,970) ($1,978) , ($2,052) ($2,155) ($2,520)

$2.084 $2.201 $2,374 $2634 . . $3,035
($1.645) ($1.649) ($1, 696) ($1s 750) AP AP ($2.011)

$3,140 $3,582 $3, 862 $4,309 $4,9354;.$2,762
($2.146) ($2,312) ($2,508) ($2;527) ($2,596) ($3,230)

1974-1975

2,155
2,718 , %.

$9,390 *

$9, 234
($5,613)

$4,285
($2,605)

$3, 397
($2,065)

$5,521"
11$3,326y,

83



t

1970-1971

Instr. Costs/FTE $1 9
(1967 dollars) ($1 2)

Instr. Costs/SUS $1,411
(1967 dollars) ($1,096).

Tuition Revenue/

Instructional Costs

% of Total Current

Funds Expenditures
Instr.- Costs

--Research
Aim Enterprises

Hoand mast
Hospitals.

% of Taal Current
Raids Revenues

A

TABLE 5 (Coned)

Old Aggregation

1971-1972

$1,806
($1,330)

. $1,506

4$1,1C9)

0.221 0.224

07.6 68.4
2.8 2.7
14.3 13.6
9.2 9.2
2.6 2.3

14.4 14.8
4.8 5.5

I 47.6 46.5
14.9 414.3

Tuition and 'Fees
Federal Alrrop.-(- -.1
State /wrap.
Auj. Enterprises
Service Programs 2.6 , -2.8

Hospitals 2.4 2.6
0.2 0.2

Sources: Sei Table 1.

1972-1973

$2,001

($1,401)

$1,654
($1,158)

0.222

69.6
-2'.7

12.9

9.6
2.0

15.0
4.1

47.3
13.3
2.1

2.0
0.1

1973-1974

$2,218
($1,452)

$1,801

($1,179)

0.213

68.4
2.6
12.2
10.4

3.2

14.0
5.3

48.2
12-.3

3.3

New Aggrevtion

1974-1975 1973-1974 1974-1975

' $2, 386 $2,377 $2,562
($1,437) ($1,556) ($1,5431 % et

$1,923 $1,902 $2,031.
($1,158) ($)0245) ($1,223)

0.217 0.211 .0.215

62.7
4.8
10.6

9.3 ,"

5.1 \./

12.7

44.

-4.

59t
6.2

10.7
10.1,
6.1

12.9
4.2 e

46.3 k

90

10.7

7J5
Y4.9
2.6

10.5

.9.3 '

5.7

3'9

el



Mt

PTE Students (1000'S)
SUS Students (1000's)

Total Current Funds
Revenues

;Total Current Funds
Expenditures

(1967 dollirs)

;t1cpenditures/FTE.
(1967 ?lo liars)

Expendituies/SUS
(1967 dollars)

instructional Costs
(1967 dollkrs)

91

TABLE 6 /
ENROLLMENT, thE9DnutiEs, AND REVENUES, 1970 - 1975

(Costs for liT.E and SUS, in Vs;
-Aggregate Expenditure and Revenue Data in Millions of 5's)

Public Two=Year.institutions

. Old Aggregation

1970.71971 1971-1972 1/22-1973 1973 -1974

1,413 1,614 1,682 1,846
1,187 1,356 1,413 1,551

$2,266 -- $2,616 $3,0:62. $3,6211

$2,097 472 $2M7 $3, 365
($1,65;) ($1,852) ($2,055)- ($2,236)

$1,484 $1,532 '"; $1,710 $1,82i
,($1,169) ($1,148) 4P ($1,221) ($1)211)

.$1,767 $1,823 . $2,0* $2,170-
($1,392) ($1,366). ($1,454) ($1,442)

$1,193 $2,148 $2,489 $2,931
($1, 393) - ($1,580. ($1,743) 4 ($1,918)

1974-1975

2,032
1,907

398
($2,047)

I

New Aggregation

1973-1974 1974-1975

1,918 . 2,110
:1,611 4772

$3,810 $4,395

$3,552 $4,210
($2,360) ($2,559)

$1,852 $1,995
($1;231) ($1,213)

$2,205 $2,376
($1,465) ($1,444)

$3,045 $3,477
($2;023). ($2,114)

92



I

Instr. Costs/FTt.
(1967 dollars)

Jnetr. Cosi Is/SUS
(1967 d011arsc)

Tuition Revenue/
in'structiogal Costs

of*rotal Current
irunds Expenditures

Instr.- Costs
Research .

Aux. Enterprisei
OA. and Maint.
Hospitals,'

r9M-1971

$1;269
($936)

$1,511
($1,174

0.16

85.5
0.1
6.5
9'4
0.9/

% of Total Current
Fund! Revenues

Tuition and Fees 13.0
Federal Appiop. 3,4 41.

State Approp. 39.7
Aux. Enterprises 6.3
Service Programs tr

Hospitals 0.0
Other 'tr

3
see Table 1:

1971-1971

$1,331
($980)

$1,.584
($1,166)

0.16

86.9.
0,2
5.9

10.1
0.0

13,5
4.1

40.6
5.9
tr
0:0
tr

4

TABLE 6 (Cont'd)

Old Aggregation

1972 -1973

$1,480
($1, 036)

$1,762
($1,234)

0.1&

86.5
0.1
5.7

10.0
0.0

13.2
4%1

40.4
5.5
tr
tr
tr

*sr

A

New Aggregation

1973-197i 1'974-1975 1973-1974 1974-1975
1N

$1,588 $1,672 $1,588 $1,648
($1.030) ($1,007) ($1, 039) ($993)

$1,890 $1,991 $1,890 $1,962
($1,237) ($1,199) >($1,137) /(S1,181)

0.16 - - 0.17 0.17

8/.1 a - 85:7 8)2.6
0.1 0.1. 0.1
5.9 6.1 6.0

10.4 10.4 10.4
tr tr 0.0

12.S
4.0

42.8
5.6
tr
tr.

tr

r
4

13.3
3.9

42:8
5.8 .

tr
tr
tr

13.8.
2:5

44.0.
5.9
tr
trtr



i

o

..,

TABLE 7

\

ENROLLMENT, EXPENDITURES, AND REVENUES, 1975

(Costs for FTE and SUS in Vs; .

Aggregate Expenditure and Revenue Data in Millions of $'s)
,

All Private Institutions

Full -Time Equivalent Students (thousands)
Standard Undergraduate Students (thousands)

Total Current Funds Revenues

Total CUrrent Funds Expenditures

1

1970-1971 1971-1972

1,802 .

2,402.
.

$8,377

$8;403

1,826
2,425

. $9,190

$$9,111
(1967 dollars) ($6; 658) ($6, 876)

. ,

Total Current Rinds Expenditures/FTE $4,663' $4,990
(1967 dollars) . ($34695) ($3,766)

Total Current 11,un'as Expenditpres/SUS .1$3,'506 $3,757
(1967 dollars) (42,778) ($2,835)

,
Instructional Costs *"$4,124' $4,451

(1967 dollars) gip ($3,204) ($3,278)

Instructional Costs/FTE .
I

(1967 dollars).
$2,289

($1,779)
$2 ;438'

($1,795),,

( . 95

l

i.

, .

1972-1973

1,827
2,446

$9,864

$9,795
($7,052)

:.,.

1973-1974 1974L1975

1,852 1,892
2,517.. 2',589

$10,552 $kl, 617
.

$10,422 $11,733
($6,967) ($7,084)

$5,361 ", $5,627
860) ($3,761)

, . .

$4,4504 $4,141

'

($2,883) .($2,768)

$4,759 $5,188
($3, 333) ($3., 395)

.. -

$2,605 ,$2,:801
. ($1,8"24) ($1,833) iir

$6440
($3,744)

$4,487
(33,736)

45,619
($3,385)

V, 970
($1, 789).

9%
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TABLE7 (Cont'd)

e

Insti-uCtiOnal Costs/SUS
,(1967 dollars)

All Private Institutions

1970-197r 1971 -1972 1972-1973 19,t3-1974 1974-1975

526
($1;336)

p1, 835
($1p385)

$1,946
($1,401)

$2,661
($1,378)'

$2,170
($1,307)

Tuition Revenue /Instructional Costs_. `0.73 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.75.
r" tiPer Cent of Total 'Current Fund's Expenditures

Insabucifonal Costs 48.9 III 48.6 4'9.8Research 10.6 1Q.2 f 0 8.6 '9.6
_Auxiliary.Enterprises 13.9 13.3 13.3Operation and Maintenance
'Hospitals

7.1
3.5

7.,11

/ 4.1
7.1 7.5

5.3
7.5
8.5

Per Cent of Total Current Funds Revenues
Tuition and Fees 35.9 . 35.7 35.7 .36.0 36.1Federal Approprjations -1.2 =1.3 .1.6 1.7 1:2
State Appropriations 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.8 1.4 ,
Auxiliary Enterprises 14.8 . 14.1 13.6 13.4 13.2
Service Programs 8.9 10.1 11.1 10.6 16.1

Hospitals . 3.6 4.2 i5.0 5.3 8.9
Other Service Programs 5.3 5.9 612 5.3 7.2

Source: See Table 1.
, 0 ,

1.
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.1-

:._ . Did Aggrekation New Aggregation
1 -, 0r 1970-1971 197r-1972 19724973 1973:1974 14974-1975 1973-1974 1974-19'75-:.7---- ,

I

TABLE 8

ENROLLMENT,.EXPENDITURES, AND REVENUES, 1970 1975

(Costs. for and SUS in $'s;
Aggregate Expenditure and Revenue Data in Millions of $4s)

Private Universities

. 4-FTE Students (1000's) 574 572 572 572 583 551SUS Students (1000's) 972 961 968 980 994 942.
. Total Current Funds
Revenues $4,147 $4,496 $4;770 $5,101' $4,933

'vial Current Funds - ,

Expenditures . $4,184 $4,469 $4,780 $5,051 , $4, g82(1967 dollar's) ($3,315) . ($3,373' ($3,441) ($3,376) __, ($3,263) ($3,..
Expeikditurei/FTE $7;289 $7,813 $8,339 $8,918- $8,860(1967.dollars) . {$5,776) ($5,897) ($6,004) ($5,961) -- ($5,922)

*
,

.ffxpendftures /SUS $4,305 $4., 656 $4,938 $5,154 $5,237(1567 dollars) ($3,411) ($3,509) ($3,555) ($3,445) -- ($3,501)

,lnstructional Costs $1,707 r 41,832 $1,910 $2,066 $2,320 '$1,960,
.

(1967, dollars) ($1,376) ($1,30), ($1,338) ($1,352) ($1;398) ($1,283)
,

1 . 99
a

At

$5,528

$5,4:76
339)

$9; 726
($5,930)

.

$5, 686
($3,467)

'$2.,204
.

($1,328)
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TABLE S (Cone-d)

Old Aggre ation New Aggregation

1970-1197). 1971-1972 1972-1973 1973-1974 1974-1975 1973-1974 1974-1975

Instr. Costa/li i E 52,974 . $3,203 $3,339 $3,612 53,979 53,557 53,915(1967 dollars) ($2,311) ($2,359) (52,338) (52,414) (52,426) (52, 32 8 ) (52, 358)

Instr.- Costs/SUS
(1967 dollars)

$1,756
($1,364)

51,906,
($1,404)

$1,9173
($1,182) -

52,108
6(51,389)

$2,334
(51,406)

$2,081
.(51,362)*

) $2,289
(51,3792

#
Tuition Revenue/ ,

instructional Costs 0765 0.66 0.68 0.68. 0;67 0.70 0.69

To of Total Current
Funds Expenditures

Instr. Cots 40:8
Research 18.3
Aux. Enterprises 10.1
0p. and Maint. 5.8
Hospitals 5.3

Total Current
Fund Revenues

Tuition and Fees '26.7
Federal Approp. 1.4
State Appro.!). 1.7
Aux.. Enterpris,te 9.9
Service Programs 11.9

Hospitals 5..4
Other 6.5

40.0 40.9 40/.1.41.6
17:8 15.5 15.0 14.7
10.0 9.8 10.0 . 10.1
5.9 5.9 '6.4* .6.3
5.3 . 6.1 6.7 6,9

26.8 -27.3 27.6 27.7
1.5 1.6 1.9

_._ 1.7
1.8 1.8 2.2 1.3
9.6 9.5 9.5 "9.6

12.1 14,2 13.4 .13.9
5.4 , - 6:3 '6.8 7.0
6.7 -7.9 6.6 ' 6.9 .114

40.2
16.4
10.0
-36.2
11.5

27.6.

1.3
9:7

20.1
P12.1

8.0

11111



1

IrreStUctents (1000's)
SI,JS Students (1000-'s)

total Current Funds
,fievenues

:

-Total Ctirrint Funds
ExpenItures

(1967 dollars)

,
Expenditures/FTE

(107 dollars)

Oxpendltu.res/SUS
(1967 dollars)

Instructional-Costs
(1967 dollars)

' 103

4

TABLE 9

ENROLLMENT, EXPONDITURES, AND gi-VENUE'S, 1970 1975

(Costs for FTE and SUS in $'s; .

Aggregate Expenditure and Revenue Data in Millions of $'s)

Private Other Four Year Institutions

111719704

1,118
1,338

$3,990

$3,986
($3,158)

,1971-1972

1,144
1,372

$4,445

$4,396
($3,318)

$3,567 $3;844
($24826) ($2,901)

$2,979 . -$3,204
($2,361) ($2,418)

.$2,272 $2,461
($1,765) ($1,812)

Old Aggregation

1972-1973 1973-.1914 19.74-1975

New Aggregation

1913-1974. 1974-1975

1,151 1,170 1,186 1,216
1445 1,506 1,472 1,528

$4,838 $5,166 $5,325 $5,904

.
1114,765 $5,098 $5, 2581 $5,845
($3,431) ($3,408) ($3,515) ($3,564)

$4,140 $4,357 $4;433 $4,807
($2,981) ($2,912) ($2,963) ($2,931)

.

$3,426 $3,528 - $3,572 $3,825
($2,467) ($2, 358) ($2, 388) ($2, 332)

$2,683 $q,934 $3, Q94 -$3,032 ' $3,2,05
($1,932) ,'($1,920) ($1,864) ($1,984) ($1,931)

104
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. Instr. Costs/FTE
c (1967 dollars)

Instr. Costs /SUS
(1967 dollars)

. Tuition Revenue/
Instructional Costs

% of Total -Current
Panda Expenditures

Instr`: Costs
Research'
Aux, Enterprises
OP. and Mhint.
Hospitals

...,

a

% of Total Current
,Funds Revenues

. Tuition and .Fees
Federal. Approp .

State. Approp ....._
Aux. Enterprises

, - Service Programs;
. ',. Hospitals

4045- Other.

5,

.
TABLE 9 (Canted)

Old Aggregation V
I

1970-1971 1971-1972 1972-1973

$2,032 2,151 $2,331
($1,579) `($1,513.1) e ($1,632)

$1,698 $1,794 $1,929
($1,319) ($1.,321) ($1, 351)

0.78

,

i
0.79.

57.0 56.0
3.0 2.9

18,5 17.6
.8.2 8.1
1.8

i
3.1

44.5, 43.9.
1.0 1.1
0.7 0.9

19:2 1 18.1
6.4 8.6
1.9 3.2
4.5 5.4

e
0.78

56.3
2.9

16.8
8.2
3.9

43.2
1.6
1.1

17.2
8.7 8..5*
3.9 4.2'- 4.8 4.3,

7

i
1973-1 4 ',1974-W5

$2,568. $2,508
($1,641)

1 .

.$2; 030;*
($1,329)`

4 ' 0.78

57.6
2.8

16-.8
8.4
4.2

43.5
1.5
1.5

. 16.8

($1,50

$2,054
($1,237)

-J

-0,80

I

*
New Aggregation

1973-1974 1974-1975

$2,556 $2,636
($1,673) _($1,586)

$2,060 $2,098 N.,

($1,348) ($1,264)

...

----
MI.

.

III t_

M.

.

57:6
3.4

16:4
8.4
4.1

42.8
1.6
2.3

16.5
8.2
4.11
4.1'

0.79

54.8
3.4.

16.1
8.5
6.0 .

43.1
1.1
1.4

16.2
13.1
6.3
6.8

f
.

IL:,
4



s

,

FTE.Students (1000's)
./ SUS Students (1000's)

Total Current Funds
Revenues

Total Curient Funds
Expenditures

(1967 dollars)

Expinditures/FTE
(1.96 dollars),

Expenditures/SUS
(4967 dollars)

instructional Costs
(196,71.dollari)

_107

4 .

*

TABLE 10

ENROLLMENT, EXPENDITURES, AND REVENUES; Igwy - 1975

(Costs for FTE and SUS in $'s;
.Aggregate Expenditure and Revenue Data in Millions of $'s)

Private Two-Year tnstitutpns

Old Aggregation

1970-1971

o*
92

New Aggregariorl,

1971-1972 1972-1973 1973-1974* 1974 -L975 1973-1974

4 110 103
92 87

$240 $249 $255

$232 $243 $250
($184) ($183) ($180)

$2,128 12,209 $2,427
($1,686) ($1,667) ($1,747)

$2,522 $2,641 $2,8.74.
($1,998) ($1,993) ($2,069)

$145 '$158 $166
($113) ($116), ($116)

1974 -1975

109 . 106
r

114 113
92 96 95

$284 $293 , $301.

$2713 $282 $296
(UV) ($1g9) ($180)

$2,606
($1,742)

$3;087
($2,064)

$2,474,
($1 654)

$2,938
($2, 964)

`$196
($128)

$2,61A #
11,597)

$3,116
($1,900)

.'
$218 .

($12).

1:0S



Instr.' Costs/FTE
(1967 dollars)

4 ,
Instr. ,posts /SUS

(1967 dollars)

Tuidoet Revenue/
Instructional Costs

%of Total Current.
Funds Expenditures

Instr. Costs
Research
Abr. Enterprises
Op r. and Maint.
Hospitals

of Total Current
Funds Revenatl-k

'70ition and Fees .
frederal Approp.

- State Approp.
Aux. Enterprises
Service Piograms

4040itszt.tios

TABLE 10 (Cont'd)

Old Aggregation

1970-1971 4971-1972 1972-1973 1973-

$1;336 " $1,436 $1,12
($1,033) ($1,057) ($1,129)

$1,576 $1,717,
($1,264)

, $1,908 4
($1,336)

.0.83
.-

0.79
are

'0:76

62.5 65.0 66.4
0.4. 0.4 0.4

22/0 21.0 19.6
11..6 11.1 11.2
0:0- Q.0

-de

50.0 56.2 49.4
1.7 2. 2.4
0.4 .8 1.2

26.3 24.0 22.7-
tr

. 0.0
tr

0.0
tr

0.0
tr

New Aggregation

74" -1974-1975 -1973 -1974 1974-1975

2S $1,934
)

. $2,043
($1,337)

0'.77

68.9
0.4

18.3
11.4

. 0.0

51.0
1.8
1.4'

20.4
tr
0 0e
tr

$1,719 $1,858
($1,165). ($1,125, ($1,119),

$2,303 $2,042 $2,211
.($1,387) ($1,336) ($1,332)

0,74. , 0.74,A 0.77

6tx.o
tr

69.5
0.4

17.7
11.7
0;0 .

41r90.3
17.9
11.6
0.0

52.6 54,4
1.7 1.0 f
1.4 1.4

19.8c 20.3
tr 1.7
0.0
tr -

0.01.1
1.7

OD0
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TABLE 11

STUDENT ENROLLMENT AND NUMBER OF CAMPUSES, BY
ENROLLMENT CHANGE AND COkTROL,- 1970-71

4
(students in thous'ands)

Students Campuses-
%

All
of % pl % of of

PTE's % of 1All TV .. All
%
All

lir" (19.01s) Total Pitblic Private Number Total Public Private\--

No FT'E Decline, 1970-75
(Public . 3,343 X4.0

Priv_ate- 798 12.9

Less Than 10% IrrE Decline
PtIblic
Private

Greater Than 10T/1TE Declinerublic s,
Private

*
Total Public

Total Private

Total

684 11.1
393 6.3

73.2
--

15.0.

11.. 9

100.0

--

.._ .

49.3

qr.

24.3

--
26.5

--

100.0

....

890'
: 681 A

147
206

171
412

-, 1,208

1,299

2,507

35.5
27.2

5
8.2

6.8
16.A

48.2

51.
100.0

73.7

12.2

14.2
-
100.0

--

52.4

31.7/

. ...

100.0

es

543 , 8 8
429 b/.9

4,570 -73.8

1,620 26.2

6,190100.0

Source: Special tabulations from HEMS file.

111 A
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TABLE 12 .

STUDENT ENROLLMENT CHANGE AND
.- --CONTROL, 1970-75

(students in ihousande)

.
11970-71, 2197

No Detline 4,141'
. 3,343

'Private 798

Less Tham10% Decline (1,077 '
Public 684 -

Private 393

More limo 10% Devlin
Publib
Private, ,

Total Public
; .

Total Private;

Total

x,522
2;871

651

997
, 656

341

11974-75

1 5,061
71,115,

946

1,031
657,
374

972 874 753
543 519 - . 430
429 355 324

4,570 4,04 5,202

1;620 1,347 1,644

6,190 5,392 6,846

21974-75

4,304
3,539:

765

955
630
324

"681
410
271

4,579

1,360

5,941

lAl institutions which reported enrollment for every year of the 1970-75
Pri°d

2
All inititu*T which reported enrollment and instructional evenditures
for every year of 1970=75 period. ,

Source: Special tabulations from HEGIS data.

r.
113

I
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. -t , 'TABLE 13
. _..,. .-.

TUIT18\41 REVENUE PER FTE STUDEN'i, BY BNROLLI4ENT CHANGE AND CONTROLS 1970 - 1975

1970

(Current Dollars in Thousands)

- 1971 1971 - 1972 1972 R 1973 1973 - 1074 1974 1975 4

Public Ipstitutions
,.

10 No Decline 395 425 ' --- , 446 11,469 496 .Lees than 10% Decline 396 . 440 472, , 503 -, 547More than 10% Decline PO 47 .506 526 598
V

Private Institutions

No Decline
Less than 10% Decline
More than 10% Decline

1,756
-1,602 .".

1,885
1,708
1,787

w 2,009
1,853'
1,925 '

2,139 ,
1,999
2,080

2,288
2,218
2,287

.
Source: Special tabulations from REGIS data,

115
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_ , TABLE .14

,'INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS PER FIE STUDENT BY
AND SELECTIVITY, 1971, 1974,

(Current Dollars).

-
It' a

la

N'o Decline

Selectivity
. Medium Selectivity

Average Selectivity .

Below Average
-Selectivity

Non-Selectivity
Average, No Decline

Less than 10% Decline

High Selectivity
Medium Selectivity
Average-Selectivity
Below Average

Selectivity
Non-Selectivity ,

Averige, Less
1

than lo% Decline
11

Public Institutions

ENROLL
AND 1975

, .

NT CHANGE

4 Private Institutions

Ratio Ratio
1971/ 1971/

I

1931.1 1974 1975 1974 1975 1971 °1974 1975

3,110 3;999 4,089 1.29 1.31 3,960 4,513 5:1162,627 3,471 3,925 1:32 2,598\ 2,9918 3,108.2,279 2,668. 2,826. 1.17 1.24 2,156 2,569 2,742'
1,524 1,952 02,173 1.43 1 ,/35 2,015 2,113-1,396 1,694 1,837 1.21, 1:32 t 001. 2;573 2,9731,824 2,19.7,, 2,367

01.20 1.S0 2,54 2,941 3,198

MO W. am -.--- --7 -- .5,343 5,732 6,6182,382 3,002 3,422 1.26 1.44 2,350 3,143 3,3071,828 2,275. 2,660 1,24 1.46 1,8213 2,229 2,406
1,687 2,166 2,498 1 :)28, 1.48 1,762 2,319. 2,5201,378 11407 . 1,888 1.31 . 1,474. 1,896 2,107
1,690 2,156 2,428 1.28 .1.44 2,184. ,2,684 2,940

Ratio Ratio
1971/ 1971/
1974. 1975

1.14
1.15
1.19

1.16
r. 29

1.29
1.20
1.27

1.22
1.49
1.77

db

1.07 1.24
1.34 1.41
1.22 1.32 '

1.32 1.43
1.29 1.43

1.23 1.35
11;
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TABLE 14 (Coned)

Nt

Nk%

Public Institutions Private histitutions

19.71 4' 1975

Ratio
1971k

.1,974-

., Ratio
1971/
1975 1971

.

1974 1975

Ratio
1971/
1974

Ratio
1971/
197,More than 410% Decline

MO Selectivity -..- 3,877 4,609 4/725 1.19 .22Medium Selectivity .3,053 4,117 4, 660 1.35 1.53 3,049 4,330 4,695 1.42 .54Average Selectivity
Below Average

1,831 2,481 2, 7'r 1.35 1.49 1,964 2,630 2,946
,

1.34 1.50

Selectivity 1,323 1,902 "i 2,236 1.44 1.69 1,785 2,376 2,665 1.33 1.49Non-Selectivity .1,342 1,922 = 2,069 1.43 1'.54 1,728 2,467'2,732 1.43 1.58Average, More
than 10% Decline 14 504 2,110 2,360 '1:40 2,137 2,866 .* 3,169 1.34 1.48

IAverage 1,763 2,183 c:2,374 1.24 1.35 2,337 2,866 3,133 1.23 1.34

Note? Based on all canipuses which iatiorted non-negative instructional1970 - 1975 pdriod.

Source: Special tabulations from HEGIS data:

18-

expenditures 'every year of

119
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TABLE 15

INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS PER SUS STUDENT BY ENROLLMENT CHANGErk AND SELECTIVITY, 1971, 19.74, AND 1975re

No De Cline

High Selectivity
Medium Selectivity
Average Selectivity
-Below Average

. Selectivity
Noi-Selectivity
Average, No Decline

Less than.10% Decline
.! 0'

High Selectivity-
Medium Selectivity
Average Selectivity
Below Average

Selectivity
Non-Selectivity
Average, Leas

than 1090 Decline

(Current Dollars),/ Public Institutions Private Institutions

Ratio Ratio , Raid9. 194/ -1971/ 1,271/1971 1974 197,05 1974 1975 1971 1974 1975 1974'

..
2,664 2,903 3,163- ` 1.P9 1.18 2,561 '2,937 3,312 1.151, 924 2,567 2,853 1_ 33 1.48 1,796 2,120 2,244 1.181,713 . 2,017 2,356 1.18 1.38 1,664 1,944 2,030 1.1Z

.11,388. 1,703 1,873 1.23. 1.35 1,612 1,857 _ 1,975 1.151,636 1,995 2,204 1.22 1.35 1,539 ,11 -Q28 -1,974 1.251,684 2,039 2,294 1.21 1.36 1,889 '2,202 2,352, 1.17
4,

- -- --.t
.

Me so 2,754 3,010 3,435 .1.09
.... '1,841 2,429 2,535 1.321,429 . 1,794 -2,067 L 25 1.45 1,468 1,760 1,887 1.20

1,363 1,722 1,958 1.26 1.43 .1,498 1,905 2,056 .271,446 1,873 1,956 1.30 1.44 1,650 2,043 2,270 1.24-
-

1,491 1,893 2,031 1.27 % 1.36 1,730 2,091 1,268 1.21

Rata
1971/
1975

1.29
.1..., 25 0.
1.22

1-.----i4
1.23
1.28
1.25. _,

1.25
1.37
1.28

1.37
1.38

1.31120 ..

'121



TABLE 15 (Cont'd)

More than 10% Decline

Public Institutions Privite Institutions

1971 1974 1975

Ratio
1971/
1974

Ratio
1971/
1975 1971 1974 1975

Ratio
1971/
1974

Ratio
1971/
1975

High Selectivity MP Mt MI,

2,260 2,558 21635 1.13 1.16Medium Selectivity
2,112 2,766 3,007 1.30 1.42Average Selectivity 1,531 1,949 2,152 1.27 1.41 1,706 2,234 2;463 1.30 1.44Below Avelfage

Selectivity ". 1,179 1,659 1,942 ,1'.40 1.64 1,674 2,182 2,440 1.30 1.45Non-Selectivity 1,367 1,927 2,028 1.41 1.48, 1, 2,427 2,663 1.47 1.61Average, More'
than 10% Decline 1,368 1,871 2,043 1.37 1.49 1,806 2,364 2,594 1.31 1.43

Average - All 1,.616 2,004 2,254 1.24. 1.39 _1,828 2,210 2,380 1.21- 1.30

Note: Based on all campuses. which reported non-negative instructional expenditures every'ysar of1970 1975 period.

Source: Special tabulations from REGIS data

122 123
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TABLE 16
.

INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS PER FTE STUDENT BY ENROLLMENT CHANGE
AND SELECTIVITY, 19710974, AND`1975

4
(Constant 1967 Dollars)

:. Public Atitutions
.

. .

.

1

No Decline
,

High Se lectivity
Medium Selectivity
Average Selectivity
Below Average

Selectivity
Non-Selectivity
Average, No Decline

Less than 1 ''', Decline
.141glisSe -...vity
High Selectivity
Medium Selectivity
Average Selectivity
Below Average

Selectivity
Non-Selectivity

° %Average, Less

11:Zi than 10% Decline-1

1971 1974- 1975 '

.

2,416 2,617 2,463
2,041 2,272 2,364
1,771 1,746 1,702

1,187 1,277 1,309-
1,085 1,109 1,107, ,
1,417 1 e438 1,426

.

- -- - -- .....,
1,851 1,965 2,240
1,420 1,489 1,602

1,311 1,418- 1,505
1,071 1,183 1,137

1,313 1,411 1,463

0

Ratio Ratio
1971/ 197
1974 1-97

. ,

1:08 1.02
1.11_ 1.16
0.9 0.96

.

1.08 1;10
1.02' 1.02
1.01 1.01

.--
1.06 4,114 .21
1 . Or' -1.13

1.08 1:15
1.10 1.06

1.07 1.11

L

of

_

Private Institutions

1971 1974 -1975-7---

Ratio
.1971/

1974

Ratio
1971/
1975

-3,077 2,954- 3,082 0.96 "1.00+
2,019 1,962 .1,872 0.97 . 0.93 ce

co1,675 1,681 1,652 1.00+ 0.99

1,348. 1;319 -:1 213 0;98 0.94
1,555 1,684 , 1,791 1.08 k.15
1-,,957 1,925 1,772 0.98 0.91

E,

/ ;
4,152 3,752 3,987 0.50. Ok96
1,826 2,057 1,992 1.13 1.07
1,415 1,459 1,-449 1003 , 1:02

,
1,369 1,518_ 1,518 1.11 1.11/.
1,145 1,241 1,265 1.08 1.11-, 1

./.

'fr1,697 ,1,757 1,771 1.04 1.04121,;



TABLE 16 (Coned)

= Public Institutions O.

Private Institutions

'
Ratio
1971/

Ratio
1971/ Ratio.

'1971/
Ratio
1971/191.71 1974 1975 1974 1975 1971 1974 1975 1974 1975More than 1053, Decline

High Selectivity =0, 3,012 3,016 2,846 1.00+ 0.94'Mediutn Selectivity 2,372 2,694 2,807 1.14. 1.18 2,369 2,834 2,828 '1.20 1 :19Average Selectivity 1,423 1,624 1,642 1.14 1.15 1,526 1,721. 1,775 1.13 1.16Bali/ Average
. Selectivity . 1,028 1,245 1,347 1.21 1.31 1,387 x,555 1', 665 1.12. 1.16Non - Selectivity, 1, 1.21 1.19 1,343 1,615 1,646 1.20 1.23More
than 10% Decline 1,169,,,, 1,381 1,42? 1.18 1.22 1,660" 1,876 1,909 1.13 '1.15

Average - All , 1070 .1,429 1,430 1.04 1.04 1,816 1,875 1,887 1.03 1.04:

Note: Based-on all campuses which reported non-negative instructional expenditures every year of19,70 - 1975'period.
Vs. . p.

Source: Special tabulations from HEGIS data.

f. 126 .

(
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44o Decline

TABLE 17

INS l'RUCTIOIsIAL COSTS PER FTE STUDENT BY ENROLLMENT CHANGE
AND SELECTIVITY, 1971, 1974, AND 1975 /

W.,ciastant03.67 D011ars)

-High Selectivity
Medium Selectivity
A _Selectivity
tie Average

StlectivitSf
Nop-Selectivity
Average; No Decline

Less than 10% Decline

High Selectivity
Medium Selectivity 1,360. I., 343
Average Sel,wivity 1,110 1,174
Below Averige

4. Selectivity 1,059 1,127
Noi-Selectivity 10.44 1,226
Average, Les*

j than 10% Decline ,159 1,239

Public #nstitutions

1971

gatio Ratio'
1971,/ 1971/. .

1974 1975 1974 1975 19'71

2,070 1,900
1,495 1,680
1,331. 1,320

-1,0'78 1,115
,1,271 1

1,g08 334

1,905
1,719
1,419

1,128
1,328
1,382

0.92
1.12.

. 0.99
1
1.03
1.03
1.02

1,422 0:99
1,245 1.06

1.15
1.07

1.05
1.04
1.06

1.05
1.12

1,180 1. 1.11
1,178 1.09 . 1.05

1 228 ,1.07 1.06

1,990
1,395
1,293

1,253
1,196
1,468

2,1)40
1,430

4,141

1,164
1,282

1,344

Private stituticxis

1974

_.

197$

Ratio
1971/
1974

Ratio
1971/
1975

1;922 1,995 0.97 1.00+
1,387 1,352 0.99 0.97
1,272 1,223 0.98 : 0.95

1,215 1,190 4.97 0.95
1,262 1,189. .1.06 0.99
1,441 1,417 0.98 ' 0.97

1,970 2,069A ,,2 .97
1,590 1,.527 1.11 1.07
1,152 .1,137 1.01 0.99+

1,247 1,239 1.07 1.06
"1,337, 1,367 1,04 1.07

1,368 1,366 1.02 1.02
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TABLE 17 (Cont'd)

I

-Public instttufices PriVate Institutions

Ratio
1971/

Ratio ,
1971/

Ratio
1971/

Ratio
1971/1971 1974 '1975' 1974 1975 1971 1974 1975 1974 1975More than 1t Decline

High Selectivity. 1,756 1,674 1,587 .95 .90Medium Selectivity 1,515 1,875 1,933 1.24 1.28 1,641 1,810 1,811 1.10 1.10Average Selectivity 1y190, 1,276 1,296 1.07 1.09 1,326 1,462 1,484 .1.10 1.12Below Average '
Selectivity' 916 1,086 1,1'70 1.19 1.24 1,301 1 428 1,470 1.10 1.13 411.1,062 1,261 1,222. 1.19 1.15 1,279 1,58f, 1,604 1.24 1.25AVerage, More
than 1D% Decline 1,063 1,224 1,231 1.15 1.16 1,403 1,547 1,563 1.10 1.11

Average - All - . 1,256 1,312 1,358 :4, 104, J.08 1;4/0 '1,446 1,434 1.02 1.01

Note: Based on all campuses which reported non-negative instructional expenditures' every year of1970.- 1975 period.

Source:. Special tabulations

130.
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a

No Decline
1=1411-Selectivity
Medium Selectivity.
Ave Selectivity
Below Average Selectivity

'Nou-Selective
Average, No Decline

1484
TABLE 1£1. =

RATIO OF 1973/1974 AND 1974/1975 TO 10/1971 TUITION REVENUE

LrghThan 1 Decline
v

Medium Selectivity
.Average Selectivity .

Below Average Selectivity
Non-Selective
Average, Less Than 10%Decline

Greater Thad 11 i Decline

MedhunSerrecTrivity
Average Selectivity
Bdow Average Selectivity
Nne-Selective
Average, Greater Than 10% Decline

All Institutions
L3a,

Sr ouce: Special- Tabulations from REGIS file.

Public Private

C-

1973/74 1974/75 1973/74 19,4/75

1.33 1.41 1.25 ' 1.35
1.35 1.19 1.27

. 8 1.26 1.23 1.31
1.26 1.35- 1.19, 1.29 .
1.18

___4000Y

1.28 1.30 1.43
1.19 , 1.26 1.22 . 1.30

14)8 1.29
1.30 .1.35 . 1.33 1044 -o
1.24 1.32 1.24 1.38
1.28 4,46 1.29 1.38
1.27 1.40 1.29 1,46_
1.27 1.38 1.38

.

1.78 1.94
1.23 1.28 1.37 1.50
1',25 . 1.36 1.26 1.37
1.20 1.41 41.25 1.38
1.22 1.43 1.25 1.39
1.22 1.39 1.32 1.45

1.20 1.28, 1.25 1.36



TABLE 19

FTE STUDENT ENROLLMENT, 1970/71,. 1973/74, 1974/75
BY GEOGRAPHICAL RECRUITMENT AREAS

No-Decline,,,

Public Private

1970/71. 1973/74 1974/75
Ratio

1971/74
Ratio

1971/75 1970/71 1973/74 1974/75
Ram.-

*1971/74
Ratio

1971/75

Rational ---&,, 5 3 1.00 1.00 126 137 139 1.09 1.10
Regional 204 229 245 1.12 .1.20 16 352 367 1.11 .- 1.16State 1,150 1,268 1,309 1.10 , 1.14 114. 130 .138 1.14 1.21
Coinni1 riity 1,511 1,838 1,980 1.22 1.08 95 112 121 1.18 1.27
Total 1471 3,311 3,539 1.16 1.23 651 731 765 1.12 1.18

Leas Than 10% Decline
k...National ___ --- -J- --- 24- 23 23 .96 .96

RegiOwd . ( 39 .36 37 .92 .95 211. 201 200 .95 .95
Sato 299 287 287 .96 .96 48 47 46 .98 .96
Community

. 318 299 307 .94 .97 58 55 . 56 .95 .97 .

Total 656 122 63Q .95' .96 341 326 324 .96 .95
,

MoreTtian10%Declitie ,

National ___ 24 17 17 .71 .71
Regional 17 14 14 ..82 .82 199 163 .154 .82 .77
State 346 286 273' .83 .79 96 79 75 .82 .78
Community ,

155 127 123 .82 .79 36 27 25 .75 .69
Total 519 428 --,J1kr' .82. .79 -355 285 271 .80 .76

&OAllNatiayd . 5 , 5 5 1.00 174 177 179 1,02 1.03
All Regional 260 279 296 1.07 1.14 726 716 721 .99 .99
All State . 1,795 1,841 1,869 1.03 1.04 258 ,256 2S9 .99. 1.003
ilalCornnunlity 1,984 2,264 2,410 1.14 1.21 189 194 202 1.03 1.07
All Total 4,046 4,389 .4,580 1.08 1.13 1,347 1,342 1,361 .996 1.01

134 135
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TABLE 19 (Cotit'd)
.

FTE STUDENT ENROLLMENT, 1970/71, 1973/74; 1974/75
BY GEOGRailICAL RECRUITMENT AREAS

?k-e-

Sample restricted to ttose institutions which reported enrollment and non-negative instructional expenditures in allfive years. P 4 .J)

Detail may not add to total becaube of rounding.

Source:, §p ecial Tabulations from HEGIS File.

41t
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LE 20

FTE STUDENT ENROLLMENT, 1970/71, 1973/74, 1974/75 BY SELECTIVITY

3

Public Private .
Al.Kati patio Raid -RatioSk.4,.

1970/71 1973/74_ 1974/75 1971 4 1971/75 1970/71 1973/74 i974/75 1971/74 1971/75
*),Decline

activity 28 33 34 1.18
-Mediuni Selectivity _.-----241 266 273 1.1.0
Average Selectivity , 884 968 - 1,002 1.10
Below Average Selectivity 524 607 635. 1.16.
Non-Selective 1.,194': 1,467 1,595 1.23
Total 2,871 3,341 3,539 4.16

-

61 55 58 .90

-Less Than 1 Decline..

iligh - - - -

184 176 177 .96
e *vity 186 179 '179 .96

Medium Selectivity
Average Selectivity

. Below Av
Non-Sel
Total

,, More Than 1 S Decline

4226 212 216 .94,
, 656 622 630 .95

1.

-High Selectiv -- a.m... - --

Medium Selectivity 12 10 9 .83,

Average Selectivity 138 113 108 .82
Below Average Selectivity 211 178. 169 .84
Non-Sale ve , 127 .124 .30al
Total 519 428 410 .82

1.21 126 137 139 1.09 1..10
1.13 114 _125 128 1.10 1.12 -
1.13 174 191 - 200 1:10 1.15
1.21 ' 131 154 164 1.18 1.25
1.34 106 123 134 1.16 1.26
1.23 651' . 731 765 1.12 1.18

- -- - 24 23 23
..

.96
.95 44 43 43 8 , .98
.96 144 139 136 .97 .94
.96 97 91 91 .94 .94
.96 33 31 31. .94 .94
.96 341 326 324 .96 .95

1

24 17.,-. 17 .71 .71

.75 21 18 = 17 .86 -.81

.96 128 109 V 103 .85 .80

.80 101 81 77 .80 .76

.78 81 60 56, .74 .69

.79 355 285 271' .80 .76
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TABLE 20 (Coned)

FTE STUDENT ENROLLMENT*. 070/71, 1973/74, 1974/75 BY SELECTIVITY .

Public Private
1970/71 1973/74 1974/75

Ratio
1971/74

Ratio 1'
1971/75

0
1970/71 1973/74 1974/75

Ratio
1971/74

Ratio
1971/75

Aft institutions 4,046 -4,39i 4,5790 1.09 1.13 1,347 1,342 -.1,360 .996 1.0111 h Selectivity . 28 33 34 1.18 ,1.21 174 177 179 1.02 1.03Medium Selectivity 314 330 340 .1.05 1.08 , 179 186 / 188 1.04 1.05Average Selectivity . 1,206 .1,257 1,287 1. dB 1.07 446 439 439 .98 ,98Bekvr Average Selectivity. 921 , 964 983 1.05 1.07 329 326 332 .99 1.01'Non-Selective , 1,578 1,806 1,935 1.14 1.23 220 214 221 .97 1.005

Sourcy: Special Tabulations frornklEGIS File.

1")
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TABLE 21,
BEST' REGRESSION EQUATIONS WHICH EXPLAINED FTE

ENROLLMENT CHANGE, 1970-71 TO 19/4-75

AU
'FTE RATIOAJ (TUIT 70, EXP/SUS, SUBS - FTE, SUBS - SUS)

= 1260.0 + .286 TUIT 70 - :514 EXP/SUS
(3.67) (7.449)

+ .024 SUBS --FTE +..562 SUBS-- SUS
(2.667) (8.029)

F RATIO = 24:616

Multiple R2 = .0786

Standard Error of Estirnage = 503.6682

(1) SAT Group 3
FTE RATIO = fn (SUBS SUS)

= 953.230-4- .114 SUB SUS
(8.769)

Rigr= 75.575

MultipM R2 = .36*

Standard Error of Estimate = 266.4406

Private Sector - All .

FTE RATIO = f (TUIT 74, EXP/SUS, SUBS APTE, SUBS - SUS)

=1143.304 + .294 TUIT 74 - .354 EXP/SUS
(6.533) (7.08)

+ .033 SUBS - FTE + .307 SUBS - SUS
(1.9412) (5.904)

F RATIO = 14.405
4- .

Multiple R2 = .0434
.

StanciardaError of Eitimate = 799.9563
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.TABLE 21 (coned)

BEST REGRESSION WIATIOFINVT-TICH EXPLAINED FTE
ENROLLMENTSHANGE, 1970-71TO 1974-75

so.

1(1) SAT Group
FTE RATIO = f (TUIT RAT, TUIT 74)

4,4-- 1347.580 - .416 TUTT RATIO
(-5.547)

+ .092 TUIT 74
(2.486)

F
)
RATIO = 16.300

Multiple R2 = .3241

Standard Error of Estimate = 140.4630

FTE-UG RATIO = L893.044 lb.

- .8,47 TUIT RATIO - .401 Tun. 70
(-3.731) (-2.475)

+ .404 TUIT 74
(3.132) -

F RATIO = 9.379

Multiple R2 = .2989

Standard Error of Estimate = 133.3218

(2) SAT. Group 2
7 RATIO = f (TUIT RATIO, Exp/sys, SUBS - FTE)

= 1803.821' - 402 TUT RAT
(4.517)

- .098 EXP/SUS+ .064 SUBS - FTE
(3.920) (3.765)

F RATIO a 11.086

multiple R2 .2720 143

Ezra of Estimate a 190 0957 .
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TABLE 21 (Corit'd)

Bp. ST REGRESSION EQUATIONS WHICH EXPLAINED FTE
ENROLLMENT CHANGE, 1970-71 TO 1014-75

(2) SAT Groin 2 (Cont'd)
FTE- RATIO = f (EXP/SUS, SUBS - FTE)

= 1527.095 - .250 EXP/SUS
(3.906)

+ .291 SUBS - FTE
(5.291)

F RATIO = 14.085

Multiple R2 = .2446

Standard Error of Estimate = 448.9082

FTE-UG RATIO = f (TUIT RAT, TUIT 74, EXP/S.US, SUBS

= 1716.548 - .662 TUIT RAT + .335 TUIT 74
(3.229) (3.807)

- .354 EXP/SUS + .409 SUBS - FTE
(5.531) (7.052)

F RATIO = 13.863.

Multiple R2 = .3948

Standard Error of Esflmate = 406.5051

(3) SAT Group 3
FTE-RATIO = f (TUIT RATIO, TUIT 74, E)UP/SUS, SUBS - FTE)

= 1492.418 -.327 TUIT RATIO
(5.450)

+..133 TUIT 74 - .192 EXP/SUS-

*75°) (8.348)

.* + .165 MIS FTE
(5.893)

144
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TABLE 21 (Ccut'd)

BUT REGRESSION EQUATIONS WHICH EXPLAINED FTE
.. ENROLLMENT CHANGE' 1970-71 TO 1974-75

(3) SAT Group 3 (Cotai)

F RATIO = 22.080

Multiple R2 = .2837

J

Sthndard Error of Estimate = 167.1558

FTE-UG RATIO = f (TUIT RAT, TUFT 74, EXP/SUS, SUBS FTE)

= 1442.33 - .308 TUIT RAT
(4813)

+ .089 TUIT 74 - ,146 EXP/SUS
(3.069) (5.840)

+ .130SUBS - FTE
(4.333),

F RATIO = 13.015

Multiple R2 = .1893

Standard Error of Estimate = 177.5802
7

14) SAT G 4
FIT RA 0 = f (TUIT 70, TUIT 74, EXP/FTE, SUBS FTE)

= 1329.574 + .369 TUIT 70
(4.613)

- .151 Tug 74 - .259 EXP/FTE
(2.157). (6.816)

+ .169SUBS - FTE
(4.971)

I
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TABLE 21 (Coned)

BEST REGRESSION EQUATIONS WHICH ENTLAINED FTE
ENROLC.MIINT CHANGE; 1970-71 TO 1974-75

(4) SAT Group 4 (Coned)

F RATIO = 18.67&

Multiple R2 = .1676_

Standard Errcatif Estimate = 389.6768

FTE-UG RATIO = f (EXP/SUS, SUBS FTE)

= 1250.240 + .192 WIT 70
(3.368)

- .267 EXP/SUS + .186 SUBS FTE
(7.417) (5.813)

F RATIO = 19.167

Multiple R2 = .1348

Standard Eiior of Estimate = 416.6743

1
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Medium Selectivity
Average Selectivitysi
Be ow Average Se letetwity
Wu-Selective
14verage, Nopec

TABLE 22

TUITION REVENUE AS APERCEIVAGE OF INSrRUCTIONAL COSTS, -

1970/71, 1973/74, 1974/75

Lees Tim Decline

Public Private
1970-/71

.307

.242

.228

.251

.170

.217

High fv3ty --= , ---
MecaumSehmtivfty .234
Average Selectivity .281
Below Average Selectivity i .258--,

Non-Selective _ .161
Amsa1104 Less Than lid, Decline .234

Greeter Than 101 Decline f a

,tligh Selectivity ,
WinumaSedeFerfty .275

honmmgeSehacilfty :286

ikaimAtentiaSelecpi* .293

Non-Selective .268

Average, GresterThaniqpncaine :286

Alllastftutices .226
._LW

Source: spepaiu Tabulations from HEMS Data.

1973/74 - 1974/75

.318 .330

.238 .218

.230 . .231

.247 .233
'.165 .165

.213 .210

-- ......._

.242 . .221

.279 .254

.257 .253

.157 .164

.233 .225

___ .....

.208 .192

.264 .260

.245 .241

.243 .210

.249 .253

.219 . .215

e
r. N.

/
; I

1970/71 1973/74 1974/75

.588 .644 ,.614

.820 .846 :868
..829 .854 .855

.786 .809..765

.564 .569 SA .544
.697 .727 .715

.480 r .480 .495
.751- .805 .825
.783 .794 .819
.850 .833 .821
.818 .822 .835
.734' .745, .754

.

.437 .656 .695

.616 '.650 .657

.807 .845 .810

.804 .755 .740

.706 .616 .621

.739 /I .725
,.

'.722

.715 .731 .735
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TABLE 23

PER CENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS PAID BY SUS STUDENTS

Public Private
1070//1 1073/74 1974/75 1970/71 1973/74 1974/75--No Deg line

-111W-ectivity
Meclium Selectivity
Average SelectiVity
Below Average Selectivity
Non-Selective

:Average, No Decline

Less Than l0ry Decline
High Selectivity .
Medium Selectivity
Average Selectivity.
Below Average Selectiv
Non-Selective
Average, Less Than 10% cline

r .

36 44
33 32
30 30
28 28
14 .' 14
23 23

7
.

- --.

32 ik, . 35
36 35

02 32
.15 15

27 d7,
loGreater Than 10% Recline

'14"

36
34

.a
30
34

High Selectivity
Medium Selectivity
Average Selettivity : '

ow Average Selectivity 13 4,28
Non-Selective 28 24
Average, Greater Than 10% Decline 31 28

All Institutions 25 24

'Source: Special Tabulatidns 'from HEGIS Data.

43
30
28

90
119
107

,
99

119
113

27 83 $5
14 60 . 76
22 ,. 93 97

..
..

I

92 91
32 1Q3 104
33 . / 97 101'
32 '100 101
16 '73 . 76
27 93 96

*
i

.... 92 ..118
28 98 102
33 102 101
28 * 86 82
27 74 62
29, 87 88

, 23 00. svt-
- 91 95

95
120
116

87
82t. -

95
108
105
101

788 \

124
.103

98
81
-63

.88

96
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TABLE-24
.

PRO ENROLLMENT IN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER
EDUCA ON, 1980 AND 1985: TOTAL, BY LEVEL OP'

ENRO MENT, AND BY ENROLLMENT, STATUS

ands of students)

1 9 8 O.: f 1985
1980 1985 thnessranuate Otkauate Undergraduate .uranuate

14-21 5,524 4,823 5,466 58 4,772 51

22-24c* 1,717 1,918 1,099
to

618 1,228 k 690

25-25 1,535 1,780 .936 599 1,086 694

30-34 1,186 1,218 785 401. t 806- 412
..00-

35+ 1,336 1,661 671 857 , 804

111298 11,400 8,957:

.

2;341 8,749 2,651

.
4

41

lc

(

.
s

Sources: U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census:

Current Population R Torts (P-20, #303), (Washington:
tr..t.p.o.., 1976), Table 17. -

Current Population Reports 'Projections of School and
College Enrollment," 1971 to.2000 (P-25, #4730, (Wash-

. ington: U.S .G .P .0., 1972), Table 1, page 10.

.

19 0 Census of. P u tion, Subject Reports, "School
gran: .G.P.Q 1973).Meet

ft
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_.. TABLE

SHARES (IN PER CENT) OF PUBLIC SECTOR BY TYPE OF STUDENT

pegrle Creditz-.Undergraduate

FiU. Time'
f

Ptirt Throe

,Nan- Degree Credit
,

Full time

Part Time

Graduate and First Professional

Full Time

Part Time

1967

69.9

76.5

NA

NA

58.2

II. r 58.4

00mb
Souivel ,t). S. Department of Health, Edircation, and Welfare, Office of Education, National Center for Educational

Statistics, Fall Eiurollmatt in institutions -of Higher Education, 1967, 1968, 1971-1974 (Washington
U .S .G .P .0 . );

. NCES, Fall &Tolima) H. Education, Stplementary Information, 1969-1970;
TES ungASEIlshal- dWia

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

70.0 71.3 72.2 73.2 73.2 3.5 73.7 73.8

78.1' 82.9 84.4
,

84.8 85.9 86.1 87.4 87.4

90.6 91.f 94.5 93.8 93.5 92.4 92.9 94.9 1
t.w.

93.0 93.6 95.8 96.3 .-97.7 97.1 97.9 99.0

59.5 60.9 -61.2 61.7 60.9 61.3 61.4 60.7

65.0 70.1 70.9 70.1 71.5 71.6 71.9 72.Q\

40.
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TABLE 26

PROJECTED ENROLLMENT BY ENR*OLLMEgT STATUS AND
INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL, 1979-80 AND, 1984-85

(thousands of FTE students)

,High Projection 1980

- Total
FTE Under- Degree Full Part Non-Degree Fuir Part Full Part Full Part

Students Total graduate Credit Tine Time Credit Time Time Graduate Time Time Time Time

Total 8,475 11,298 8,958
Public 6,607 9,053 7,483
Private 1,868 2,245 1,474

Total 8,406 11,400 8,749
. -,Public 6,598 9,191 7.412..

Private 1,808 2,209 1,497

Total 7,317'11,298 8,957
Public 5,824 9,254 7,644
Private 1,493 d,044 1,313

T../ Total 7,209 11,400 8,749
Public 5,789 9,415 7,594
Priva7 1,420 1,985 L, 155

/45-
Sour*: See text.

7,284
5,857
1,426

6,943
.5,659
1,444

7,283.
6,013
1,;270

6,943
5,836
1,107

4,910 2,374 1,674 771 903 2,341 1,046 1,295
3,722 2,135 1,626 732 894 -1,570 . 638 932
L,188 238 48 39 al. 771 408 363

1985

4,542 2,401 1,806 831 974 2,651 1,181 1,466
.3,484 2,176 1,753 -789 964 1,779 723'1,056
1,058 226 53 42 10 872 462 410

Low Projection - 1980

3,485 3,798 1,674 63 1,021 2,341 702 1,639
2,640 3,373, ''1,631 1, 620 1,011 1,610 429 1,181

845 425 43 33 10 731 273 458

1985

3,108 3,835* 1,806' 704 1,10? 2,651 796 1,851
2,384 3,452 1,758 668 1,0 1,821 485 1,336

724 383 48 36 12 830 311 519

6,727 4,571
5,092 3,961
1,635 610

8
cr.

6, 55 8 4,841
4,996 4,195
1,562 646

4,840 6,458
3,689 5,565
1,151 893

4,608 6,792
3,537 5,878
1,071 914

tars
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Public
versity

Four-Year
Two-Year

Total Public

Private .
-"--OBRersity

Four-Year
. Two-Year

Total Privat;),

Tote

_ Public A

Private

TABLE 27

PROJECTED DISTRIBUTION OF FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT AND STANDARD
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT ENROLLMENTS, 1980 AND 1'985

Full-Time Equivalent Students
(thousands of students)

High. Projection Low Projection
1974-75 1985 1980 1985

2,338 2,41 7" 2,408 2,126 2,113
1,479 1,440 1,438 1,270 1,262
2,053 2,755 2,751 2,429 2,414
3777EF 37607 6,59g1 5,824 5,789

.

716 747 723 597 568 «...
.....1,940 1,022 989 817 777 Zi

109 99 96 79 75
t331.7g 17168 1,BDR , 1,493 1, Tigi

7,735' 8,475 8'406 7,317 7,209

Standard Undergraduate Students
(thousands of students)

8,098 8,332 7,102 7,279
2,923 2,996 2,361 2,386

Sources: Special tabulations from HEG1S file (for 1974-75 data).
1980 and 1985 Projections: see text.
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TABLE 28

PROJECTED LEVELS OF CONSTANT DOLLAR COSTS PER STANDARD
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT, 1980 AND 1985

I

Faculty
Clerical
Other instnxtion and

Departmental Research
Library
Scholarship (unrestricted

funds)
Operation and Maintenance
Balancing Figure (primarily

administrative costs)

I

High Enrollment

Ixow Enrollment

i5a

(1974-75 = 100)

1974-75 High Projection
Per Cent of Total Yearly 1979-80 .1984-85

Public Privat& Increase Public - Private Public Private

39.6 37.5 1.03 45.9
12.2 11.5 1.03 14.1

9.1 8.7 1.03 10.5
4.8' 5.8 1.05 6.1
1.9 6.5 1.045 62.4

15.5 15.7 1.037 18.6
14.3 1.03 19.5

100.0 100.0 117.1

With Faculty Seniority Factor

.st

117.9

119.0

43.5 53.2 50.4
13.3. 16.,4 15.5

-10.1 12.2 11.7
7.4 7.8
8.1 3.0 10. r

18.8' 22.3 22.6
16.6. 22.6 19.2

117.8 137.5 138.8

118.4 140,0 140.6

120.9 141,0 142.7

1554



TABJGE 28 (Coned)

PROJECTED LEVELS OF CONSTANT DOLLAR COSTS PER STANDARD
. , UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT, 1980- AND 1985

,
(1974-75 = 100)

.

1974-75 - Low Projection
Per Cent of Total Yearly 1979-80' , 1984-85

Public Private Increase Public Private Public Private

Faculty 39.6 37.5 1.02 43.7 41.4 48.3 '45.7Clerical 12.2 11.5 1.025 1,3.8 13.0 15..6 14.7
Other Instruction and , - -

Departmental Research i, . 9.1 8.7 1.025" 10.3 9.8 11.6 11.1Library 4.8 ' 5.8 1.035 5.7- \ (t, 9 6.8 8.2
Scholarship (unrestricted

funds)
1.9 6.5 -1-7021fr 2.1 .....,2-77.4 2.4 8.3

Operation and Maintenance 15.5 15.7 1.037 18.6 18.8 22.3 22.6
Balancing Figure (primarily

administrative costs)
16.8 14.3 1.025 19.0 16;2 21. 18.3

100 . 0 100. 0 113.2 113.5 128.5 128.9..
, With Faculty Seniority Factor

High Enrollment .... 114.0 114.1 131.0 -130.6

Low Enrollment :, - 115.1
, . 116.6 132.0 132.7'

Source: See _text; ....

,
)
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I/ TABLE 29

PROJECTED INSTRUCTIONAL EXPENDITURES PER PULL-TIME EQUIVALENT
(ETE) AND STANDARD UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT (SUS); 1980 AND 1985

(1974-75 dollars)

High Enrollment
Public T 'PrivateWO GNP ,` ; ir. Low GNP - . Higfi GNP . Low GNP 41.9W) k 1985 1980 \ 1985 .1980.

. . 4 -

2,401 2,8662 2,320 2,680 . 2;582 . -

- 2,951' . 3,606. 1,854 3,377 028

Lpw Enrollment
. 2,485 2; 892 2,720 2,691

3,057 11, 644 3,427 r 4,252

Source: See text.

42. -
.

a c;*

, 1985 1980 1985

,103 2,496 . .. 2,886

5,151 3,894 4,791

3,190
.
-2,604 2,973

5,359 . '4,114 4,994

6

v.
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TABLE 30

PROJECTED TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL EXPENDITUREt, /1980 AND 1985

(millions of 1974-75 dollar's).

, aHigh Enrollment
. ,

- 41 Public
. ,.ip 4. -Hip GNP Low GNP

-1980 1985 1980 1785

Total 19,510 23,792
a

18,856 22,281
. . ,...t

'Low., Enrollment
Total 17,802 21,095' . 16,870 19,840

-..

/

/ Sources See text.

. 1 .

... .,.

/

,
.

-er

rivate

I S

*

42

24524
T

Low GNP
MO IRS

- ,

9,313 7,274 8,662 ,...
s.-

/ -

6,348 7,610 6,143 .7,092

. N.

`R,
v w ..

. .
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TABLE 31

PIlliOJECTED TUITION PER FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT STUDEUT,
UNDER HIGH AND LOW GNP ASSUMPTIONS, BY SECTOR,

1980 AND 1985

(197'4-75 dollars)
tt 4

High GNP Low GNP

Public Private Public Private

1974-75 515.2 2,217.8

1980 :645.8 2,783.2 619.9 2,665.1

1985 746.9 3,243.8 702.5 3,041.6

Estimation Equation Tuit-Pub = 27.108 + 10.415 Dlsy
Tuit-Priv = -34.931+47.44 DlsyI

Sources: (for estimation equation)

U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of
Education, tional Center for Educational Statistics-, Financial
Statistics of tutions of Higher Education, relevarssues.

NCES, unpublished data.(1974-75 school year) . 4P.
NCES, Protections of Educational Statistics to 1983-84,
\j974 Edition, Table 12 p. 30.

NCES, Fall Enrollment in Institutions of Higher Education,
relevant issues.

[JAS. Bureau of the Census) Statistical Abstract of the
United States: 1975 (96th Edition) Washington, D.C., 1975,

-p. 312.
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Ettnomic Analysis,

Survey of Current Business, July 1976, Tables 1.1 and 2.1.

R2 = .97
R2 = .99

1 6
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TABLE 32
eft

PROJECTED STATE AND LOCAL APPROPRIATIONS, 1980.AND 1985

(millions of 197475 dollars)

High Enrollment Low EnroMment41'
-High GNP Low GNP High GNP- Low GNP

Public . Yrivate Public Private Public Private Public Private

1980-,--, 16,080 282.4 15,360 26).4 ANN* 14,73a 299.6 14,070 277.4

-«...., 1985 19,960 406.1 18,630 180.2 18,220 431.9 17,000 384.7

Estimation Equairon .

L o g App 88il 4 Pub = -.272 + 1.079 l o g DI + .698 log ENR -Pub . R2 = .99

LO APP s &1
n 2Priv = 1..286 + 1.806 log DI. - .471 log ENR-Pub = .84

t. .

Sources: (for estimation equation)

See Table 31.
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TABLE 3.3

PROJECTED INSTITUTIONAL STUDENT AID, 1980 .AND 1985,
FOR HIGH AND LOW GNP ASSUMPTIONS, BY SECTOR

at

A/

(millions of 1974-75 dollars)

High GNP Lot, GNP

. Public Private .'Public . Private

1980 145.5 256.1 138.3 246.6

1985 179.0 306.7 '- 167.6 290.0

Estimation *Equation: SAG (PUB) = - 5.019 + .08-INP R2 = .83

SAG (PRIV) = 28 73 + .iiroNI; R2...86
it

Sources: (for estimation equation)

t

See Table 31.

S.
. .
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/
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. , !FABLE 34

PROJECTED ENDOWMENT AND GIFTS INCOME, 1980 AND 1985,
FOR HIGH AND LOW GNP ASSUMPTIONS, BY SECTOR

. (rniiiionsabf 1974-75 dollars)

.
.. High .'GNP Low GNP

Public Private Public 4 Private
-_-_,-,

1980 -219.8 1,767.6 212.6 1,696.8

1985 258.3 2,142.1. ..' , 245.2 2,014.9

i .

Estimation Equation: E&GI -Pub = 46.709 + .092 GNP R2 = .52

ir E&GI-Priv = .1.535 + .896.GNp R2 = .98
. .0.4'

4

1 t
Sources: (for estimation equation)

See Table 31.

&

..
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' TABLE 35'

PROJECTED TOTAL-. NSTRUCIIONAL REVENUE, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
SECTORS, 1980 AND:,1985, UNDER RICH AND LOW ENROLLMENT

AND GNP ASSUMPTIONS

(millioni of 1974-75 dollars)

High Enrollment

Public Private----
High GNP

1980 1985
-

Tuition 4,267 4,928
,State and Local Appropriations 1-6,080 19,960
Student Aid 146 .. 179
Endowment and" Gifts
Total . 20,712 25,3/5

3,761
.

State and Local. Appropriations '14,730,
Student Aid 146
Enckiwment and Giftsi 220
Total . 1ir,156

17i

LowGNP High GNP
1980 . 1985 1980

5,199
282
256

770(

1985

4,096
15,360

139

1-97$01

4,4635
18,630

168

5,865
406
307

2,142
23; 678 8,719

Low GNP

4,978 5,499
261 180
247 290 .r :-."

1,69 2,015 °"
. 7,171T4

Low" Enrollment .

I
..,

4,324 ; 3,610 4,067 411,155 4,606 3,979
18,220 14,070 17,000 300 432 277

179 139 168 256 307 . 247
258 213 '245 1,768 2,142 1,697

22,981 MUT/ 21,480 6,479 7,481 372Zi5
_ ___

4,319
385
29(-

2,015
.7;z077



TABLE 35 (Coned)

PROJECTED TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL REVENUE, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
SECTORS, 1980 AND 1985, UNDER, HIGH AND LOW ENROLLMENT,

AND GNP ASSUMP TIONS'

'Tuition r
State and Local Appropriations

4 Student ,Aid
Endowment and Gifts
Total TOTO IIIT.T1 TOUT T0575

(per cent of total)

High Enrollment

.Pub-lic
High GNP Low GNI

1980 1085 1980 1985

20.6 19.5 20.7 19.6
77.6 78.8 77.5 78.7

. 7 :7 .7 .7
1.1 '1.0 1.1 1.0

Tuition
'State and- Local Appropriations
Student Aid
Endowment and Gifts
Total

Source:, See Tables 27 and 31-34 .

173

Low Enrollment

19.9 18.8 20.0 18.9 -

7/3.1 79.3 _ 78.0 79.1
. 8 .8 . 8 .8,

1.2 1.1 1.2 1.1
MOT llgT11, Taral TOTT

Private
High GNP . Low Gyp

1980 1985 1980 , 1985

60.3 67.3 69.3 '68.9
3.8 4.7 3.6 2.3
3.4 3.5 3.4 3.6

23.6 24.6 23..6 25.2
10075 rar.35 ITRTG100.0

,

.

.

64.1 61.5 64:2 61.6
4.6 5.8 4.5 5.5
4.0 , 4.1 4.0 4.1

27.3 28.6 27.4 28.7
T007 rueu TM :6 T5571
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Are

Estimated Revenue
.(Low Projection)

Difference Be!tvieen High
aod-Lion 'Revenue Estimates

.

-

Vatimited Revenue .<
' (-Lobtrojection)

Differ ence Between High
and Lot Reteitue,gstimareS

.

`Asstiimpikins: ' see text. .

,

Source: See Tables 27" and 31=34.
. ,

175 - ,.

TABLE 36
4 .

TOTAL. REVENUE - MINIMAL ASSUMPTION 8, 1980...1985

(itklions of-1974-75 dollars)

High Enrollment.
Public .Private

trifi-GNir Low GNP , High -CRP , Low GNP
191313713385 1085 1480 t985 1980 I985

19,351 23,329. 18:552 19,436 7,368 8,03 7,067 47,911

Vos

P.
.1,361 1,996 . f,12b6- . 4,-242 , v 13'7 - 306 116 73.

... .

'' Low Enrollment
- . -

18,845 -( 22,725 18,066 r8,868 6,324, 7;155 6,064 6,731

.
. 11 . 256

0

4.

. .
-34 2,M2 155, . 332 131*-, 278-

411

.1- 7 t."3



TABLE 37

PRQJECTED SURPLUSES AND (DEFICITS),PUBLIC AND' PRIVATE
. SECTORS, 1980 AND 1985,UNDER HIGH AND 4,011r

ENROLLMENT AND GNP PROJECTIONS

(mIllioni of 1974-75 dollars).

High Enrollment
, . Public" Private)417 _ri tligh GNP Low GNP Ilia GNP Low GNP'1980 1985 1980 1985 1980 . % 19-83 1980 1985

1,202 \ 1,533 952 1,397 ail) (593) (91) , (678). 16

..,.46,2 6 . 5.0 6-7...1, .3 6.4 1.3 . 7.8

Projection
.

. .

Per Cent of Total .

InstruCtional. Expenditures

Low Assumption ' (159) (463) (30:4.) (2,845) (156), (900) ¶207) #' (751)

der. Cent of Total .

. .

Instruction EXpendltures; I .9- 176 12.8 -2-.I .---4 2.8 8.7
. , .tr 1, 11 w i

-- Low Enrollmetri-
.

Projection 1,054 1,886 1;162 1,640* 131' (123) ,57 (83)

-Per Cent of Total
Instructional Explanaiturea 5.9 8.9k 6 9,.Y 7.4 2.1 1 . 3 . 8 T. 2

Low Assumption 1,043 1,630 x,196 (972) (24) .(456) (75) (361)
litk Cent of Total
I n s t r u c t i o i i a l E x p e n d i t u r es 5.9 7.7 .. 7.1 4.9 .4 6.0 . 1.2. 5:1

176 177

0-



TABLE 37 (Cot'd)

'PROJECTED SURPLUSES AND (DEFICLTS),PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
.

SECTORS, 1980 AND 1985, UNCIER HIGH AND LOW
ENROLLMENT-AND GNP PROJECTIONS

4

'Note: Projection - see Table 34;, Low. Assumption - se* Table 35.

our:e: Cf. Tables 29, 33"and 35.

-

t
1

;) 1

AM.
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APPENDIX A

1974/75 FINANCIAL STATISTICS

Financial-statistics for the acade-micyw 1974/73 are not

strictly coznparable with those cited for previous years. )ICES drastically

changed the forin used to collect statistics during that year and, in our

opinion, has introduced a number of items-which are not comparable from
lir

one year to the next, muddled the definitions, and4oWered the quality of

reporting by instituticni.

In some instances, where the differences are small, we merely

draw the attention of the reader to the non-comparability. of year-to-year

totals. In other instances, where

quite substantial, we attempted to

we belierel'ihat the differences Were

re-estimate the relevant variables t

make them consistent from year to year.

Current Fund Revenues. In 1974/75, interest into and
.

inves gains should have been included in -other sou es" of income

according to the NCES guide issued to help compare the subject survey

with previous data collection efforts.-- (NCEi, HEMS FY1975 /REF/447,

Financial Categories and the CorrOspoa1ing Elements in Earlier HEGIS

Financial Reports.) These sources of revue were not specifically men-

in earlier surveys, and it is reasonable to assurnelhat most institu-
,

tions did not report them.

There is no ready way to estimate the magnitude of the newly

reported source of income. In our opinion, it is not very important, anSI

k

1.79
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does not ekceed one per cent of the total revenue. The estimate of one

per cent was derived on the assumption that the difference between expendi-

tures and revenues of institutions would remain the same in 1974/754 the

improvement in the revenue statements (excess of revenue over expendi-

tore) would be accounted by the inclusion of the new source.' (See Table

A-1.) No -correction was made for this inconsistency.

Total current fund expenditures . Here the confusion -about

what is or is not included is sornewhatAniore serious. According to the

guide, mandatory transfers were included for the first time in the 1974/75

data. These account for roughly two per cent of the total expenditures. If .

-die insiiiictiiiisivere to be folloWed, thiSamOunt should be subtracted to

arrive at a_sionsistent figure for current fund expenditures for the period

1971/75.

According to George Lind, a knowlecig le member of the
---\

NCES staff, mandator/ transfers consist almost entirely of expenditures

for physical plants and assets, which was included in earlier surveys:-

This observation makes eminently good sense, ts' supported by a comi,i-

son of the two differently labeled sets of items in 1973/74 with 1974/75,.
410

and Mr Lind's opinion is reflected in our tabulatiSas.

Operations and maintenance and hospital expenditfres. It

1),appears likely that the reporting of operations and maintenance and.hos-

pttal expenses are not consistent from year.to year. _There is some eyi-

deuce that the operations and maintenance expenses were included tOgether
1

I
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with hospital expenditure in the 1974/75 survey.. '

As.Inthe public sector, wheie prior to 1974/75 hospital expenses

..exceeded hospital revenue by a Small.amOunt satics for the later year,
showed a deficit of $247 million. "Mil was believed tb be unreasonable..

After allowing for the 4ime proixirtion of expense to exceed income, $220

million of expenditure were transferred to operation and maintenance. The'

allocation by type of institution was in proportion to The hospital exOendi-
%

tubas in each category.
$

In the private set-tor, where hospital revenue generally exceeds

hospital expenditures, the "profit in 1974/75 actually widened. We could

only assume that most private institutions reported their operation and

maintenance outlays consistently in both years.

"
Sin t
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APPENDIX TABLE A-1 .

t
ENROLLMENT, EXPENDITURES AND REVENUES, 1965-66 AND 1969-7-0-

(Costs for FTE and .SUSin $'s;
Aggregate Expenditure and Revenue Data

All Institutions
A. 1965-66 19,60-10-

F.ull-Titne Equivalent Student (000's)
'kandathiwndergraduate Students (000's)

Total Current Funds Revenues

. fatal Current Funds Expenditures
(1967 dollars)

Total Current Funds Exzenditures/FTE
:11967 dollars) . t,

Total'turrent Foils Expendituresjsys
(1967 dollars)

165613a:1 Onal.costs
. (1967 &Wars)

, Instructional CostsiFTE
(1967 dollars)

Instructional_ Coats/SUS
-1 11967 dollars)

Tuition Revenue/instructional -Costs

-4,672

$12,796

$12324
012,918)

A

$2,7,19 ,

2, 871)

6,398
7,689

.$21,639

$21,16
($)7,709)

. $3,308"
($2,768) ,

A

$2,752 '-
($2,30%)

$7,447 $13,135 $4,477
($7,839) ($10,855) ($4,713)

in Million

All Public
1965-66

3,094

$7,398

$6,996'
($1,333)

s of $'s)

Institutions
1069-70

4,638
5,363

$13,8.71

$13,350'
($11,153)

)$2,878
($2,404)

i2/,189"
. ($2,079)

-$8,546
($7,063)

$224Li
370)

$1,594 $2,053
($1;678) ($1,697) /

$1,708
($1,412)

,l

.36 .33

=IP

.19

$1,84
($17523

Public Universities
1965-66 1969-70-

., --

1,359 1,849
2,539

$4,929 $8,309
a

$1,594
($1,317)

.20 -

$4,733 $8, AD
$4,961) ($6,759)

53,483 $4,375
(53,651) ($3,655)

$3,186
($2,662)

$2,699 54,455
($2,841) ($3,682)

$1,594 $2,053
($1,173) ($1,110)

$1,755
($1;4501.

C:

.22
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APPENDIX TABLE A-1 (Cont'd)

ENROLLMENT, EXPENDITURES AND REVENUES; 1965-66 AND -1969-70

(Costs for FIT and SUS in $'s;
Aggrate Expenditure and Revenue Data in Millions of Vs)

-
Full-Time Equivalent Students- (000'.$)
Standard Undergraduate Students (000's).

Total Cuirent Funds Revenues.

Total Current*Punds Expenditures'
(1967 dollars)

,

Total, Current Funds .Expenditures/FTE
(1967 dollars)

Total Curretit Funds Expenditures /SUS
(1967 dollir.$)

Public Other Four- Year
1965-66 1969 -70

1,049

$1,772
.44

$1,647
($1, 726)

$1,570
($1, 646)

1,505
1,745

$3,701

$3,521
($2,'942).

$2,340
($1,955)

$2.,018
($1,686),

Instructional-Costs $1,222 $2,541
(1967 dollars) ($1, 286)' ($2,100)

Instructional Costs/FTE $1,1.6S $1', 668(l967 dollars) ($1,226) ($1,379)

Instructional Costs/SUS $1,456
(1967 di:Oars) ($1,203)

Tuition Revenue/ aional 'Cost's. ' s .21 ' 20

84

4

s
Public Two-Ofear

01965-66 -1969-70

686
576;

$796
.

1,284

51,84

$616 4 $1,7301
($646) ($1,453)

$898 $1,354 ,)
($941) ($1,131)

$1,069 $1,612
($1,121) '($1,347.)

$555 r `1-,549
($584) ($1,280) '

$809
($'8:52) ($1,067)

$964 $1,280'
($1,915) 01',058)

.19
e

O



APPENDIX TABLE (Cored)

ENROLLMENT, EXPENDITURES AND REVENUES, 1965-66 AN 969-70

'(Costs kir FT.g and SUS in $'s; . .:

i.- Aggregate Expenditure and Revenue Data in Millions of $'s) , ,t.--

All Private Institutions
kt-t

Private Universities
1965-66 1969-7a TM-66 19Z49-70-

FullTime Equivalent Students (000's) 1,577 , 1,760. 507 556
AStandard Undergraduate Students (00Ors) '2,326 994

Total Current/Fund.; Revenues $5,399 $7,768 $2;511 $3,876-,
4.,

Total Current Funds Expenditures ''$5,328 $7,812 $2, 589 $3,912
(1967_dollars) ($5,579) ($6,526) ($4711) ($3,282)

.

Total Current Funds Expenditures/FTg f $3,379 $4,439 $5;107' $7,036
,

(),967 dollars),
"1 ( ($3,538) -($3,708) ($5,348) il$5,903)

.,

,Total Current Funds Expenditures /SUS ,, - $3, 359
'. (1967 dollars) ($2,818),

Instructional Costs , 2,968 $4,477
(1967 dollars) ($3,124) ($3,700)

Instructional Costs/FTE $1,882 $2,551
0

_
, .-- -0'9'67 dollars) ,

Ii 1,981) ($2,108)

Instriktional Costs/SUS $1,9g
t1967 dollars) -- ($1,591).

(
'Tuition Revenuellnst uctional Costs

6

.61 ..60

,

-

e

-
,

,$1

($2,733) -

.... ,

.52

.
$3, 936

($3,302)

$15912:$31,,

$3,4,58
($2,858)

,-($$11:599204y

.53

"t
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APPENDIX TABLE A-1 (Cont'd)

ENROLLMENT' EXPENDITURES eIND REVENUES, 1965-66 AND 1969-70

(Costs for FTE aiiJ SUS in 5's;
Aggregate Expenditure and Reve we Data in Minions bf $'s)

Full -Time Eqn.i.vdlen1 Students (000's)
Standard Undergraduate Students (000's)

* Total Current Funds Revenues

Atal Current Funds Expenditure
1967 dol4rs) p

Total Current Funds Expeeditures/FT
(1967 dollars)* ./

Total Current Funds Eviznditures/SUS
(1997,dollard)

Instructional Costs
(1967 dollars)

instructional Costs/FTE
(1967.dollars)

Instructional Costs/SUS
(1967 dollors) -\

)
, Tuition Reveriue/Instructional Costs'.\

Private Other 'Four- Year,
1965-66 1969-70

960 .1,083
1,280

$2,708

$2,580
($ ?, 7e2)

$7,688
($2,800).

_

$1,535
(41,599)

$1,599"
($1,666)

.68

t$4,666

~$3,
($3,081)

$3,392
($2,846)

.$2,870
, (42,408)

$2 &401
($2,217)

$2,221
($2,051)

$1,876"
($1,550)

,66

Private Two-Year
I 1965-66 1969-70

110 121
92 102

r- $179

$160
($168)

$1,455
($1,524)

$1,39
($1,821)

$115
($121)

$232.

$227
($190)

$1,876
($1,574)

$2,223
($1,867)

$166
($13,7),

$1,045 $1,372
($1;106) ($1,134)

,
$1,250 $1,627

($1,316) ($1,345)

.80 .70
189
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APPENDIX TABLE A-1 (Coned)
-

E1OLLMENT, EXPENDITURES AND REVENUES, 1965-66 AND 1969-70

StiurceS: National Center for Educational Statistics, Fall Enrollment in Higher
. .,

..,
Education (Washington, D.0 . : ,L: .S . G .P .0 . , relevant issues);

&atiotial5oter for Educational Statistics, Financial ,§tatistics of
Institutionkof Higher Education (Washington, D.C.: 1.1.S.C,.P.i.
relevant issues)._ ,

I

t
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APPENDLX TABLE A-2

FTE STUDENT EikkROLLNIENT AND LNSTRUCTION,Ale COST, SING OLD AND.
NEW AGGREGATIONS, 1973-74 AND 1974-75

(Erirollment in thousands; aggregate instruagonal expenditures in millions)
.., - ..

. Enrollment Data ., 1111
- Instructional Costs1973-74 f- l914-75 1973-74

Old- New - Old New Old New
- - Aggregation Aggregation Aggregation Aggreg,atiorr Aggregation Aggregation

.
.

.Public Institutions 5,677: 5,677 5,995
2,090- 1,683

5,995
2,148

512,731
5 5,938 5 4,751

512;731Universities 1,730
,

Other Four.-Year 2,155,
(S 2,841) (S 2,.823)(per FTE) .

1,741 ,076 1,816 S 3,862 4" S 4,935(per FTE) 4 (5 2,21$) (5 2,377). ,Twb-Year 1,846 S 2,931918 2,031 2,110 5 3,045(per FM ) (S 1,588) (S 1,588)
Private Institutions 148M 51 1,892 1,892 . 5.5,188 5 5,188Universities 572 51 584 563. 5 2,066 S 1,960tiler FTE)
. Other Four-Year 1,170, 1, 1,198 1,216

(s5 23:9631 (5 3,557)42?

S 3,032(per. F:TE) (.5 2,508) (S 2,556)Two7year 109 11 110 lia $ - 188 5 196(per fTE)
? , (5 1,725) (5 1,719)r . .

Total 7,529' ,. 7,529 7,887 7,887 517,919 517,919

b

Della Intay not add to total because of rounding..
.

Sctires: National Center for Educational gtaristics, Fall Enrollment in Higher Education
.S .G .0 ; 1974, 1975); Special Tabulations from AEGIS-Data

191.

(Washington, b. C.

. 1g2



APPENDIX TABLE A-3

COMPARISON OF FTE STUDENT ENROLLMENTLIN LtigTITLTIONS WHICH REPORTED
FINANCIAL AND ENROLLME'N'T DATA FOR :ALL OF 1970-75 PERIOD WITH ALL

HIGHER 4DUCATI9N LN STITLT IONS

(Enrollment in thousands)

1970-7r 1.974-7)

Sample
Per Cent
of Total

. -.

All*"
Per Cent
.6f Total.

_ Per Cent
Svnple of Total All

Per .Cent
of Total

Public Institutions 4,344 73.0 4;991 74.0 4,9354; 75..2 5, A3' 76.4 a.
High'SeIectivity . 43 .7 71 1.1 46 ,.7 77 1.0
Medium Seleotiviry 344 ' 5.8 458 6.8 '371, 5.7 '497 6.5
Average Selectivity 1,311 22.0 1,517 - 22.5 1,404 21.4 1,-605. 20.9 >
Bekow Average Selectivity 947 15.9 1,049 15.6 1,669 15.4-

,
1,135 14.8 *Non-Selective 1,698 28.5 1,895 28.1 2,105_ 32.1 2,549 '31.2

.
Priv Institutions , 1,604 27.0 1,753 24.0 1,629 24.8 1,815. 23.6

H S4lectivity 243 4 . 1 274 . 4.1 251 3 . 8 292 3.8
. Medium Selectivity 244' 4.1 249 3.7 - 246 3.7 253 3.3

Average Selectivity . 472 7.9 504 7.5 ' 465 7.1 493 6.4
Below Averajge Selectivity 373 6.3 416 6.2 384 . 5.8 433 5 . 6 .

Non-Selective - 272 4.6 . 309 .4.6 283 4 . 3 344 4 . 5
3,948 ltr.75 6,743 11307/1. 6,565 $107.17 7, 67g 1577

lye
1 9

. 4
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APPENDIX TABLE A-3 (Cont'd)

COMPARISON OP FTE TUDENT ENROLLMENT LN INSTITUTIONS WHICH REPORTED
FLNANCIAL AND ENRN,L,LMENT DAfA FOR ALL OF 1970-75 PERIOD WITH-ALL ----

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITLTIONS

s Than 204
1 500 '

501 1,000 .

1,601 2,509
2,501 - 5,000

-1,001 = 10,.000
10,001 - 000
Greater an 26,000

Distribution by Size of Campus, 1974-75

(Enrollment in t-ilousnds)

'Public Private

.

Sample AU', Iample All-

2 22 36
31 48 97 118

158 205 .272' . 291
- 548 636 488: 536

929 1,035 252 299 (... al
.1,412 1,50 296 337
1,252 '1,417 173 21c)1

871 .980- 46 -....-0 46
5,202 5,871 1,-6 ' 1 7r6-5

Proportion of Enrollment

' Public Private
Sample Population Sample Population

No Decline - .785 .791 ..518 .5:75Under 1070 Decline, * .131 . :126 .265 % .227Over If% Decline . .0S4 .083' .217 .196
'EMU T.1955 . , rtiOU 17TM

95
t.

196



APPENDIX TABLE A-3 4COnt'cli
1

.

COMPARISON OF STUDENT ENROLL 'LENT LlENT s; INSTITUTLONS WHICH REPORTEDFr
FINACIAL AND ENROELMEcIT DATA FOR ALL OF 1970-75 PERIOD WITWALL

HIGHR EDUCATION LNSTITUTIONS
WM

*Includes approximately 98-99 per cent.of all higher eciucation enrollment. ----

Note: Estimates fromi)opulation assume that the disitribution of campuses by rate of growth
ase the same as in sample. 1 ,

.....
S6urces: Special tabulations from HEGIS data; . .

John R. Endriss; 'A System for Corribining HEGIS Institutional Data FileS(Washington,' D.C.:
Joseph Froomkin Inc., 1976), pp. 41-42. 11

. ---.

t
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I APPENDIX B

.DERIVATION AND SOUtIcES OF PRICE INDEXES .

The Higher Education Price Index (HEN), developed by Halstead,'

measures price changes of "educational and general'expenditures" insttuc-

tion and departmentalvesearch, organiied activates of educatIonal'depart-

merits, other sponsored programs, extension and public service, librartes,
.__

physical plant. Maintenance and operation and other educational and general

(largelytadministtative) expenses. Research costs are specifically excluded,

. 1n thecomputation of the.Higher Educ.itym Price IndeX. Instead,- a separate
,.y

research anddevelopmen' t IS-rice-index has been compUtedk alio by Harlstead.2.
HEPI is a fixed weight pride index bawd on 1964-65. budget pro-

f

portiain, througfr 1966-67, and on implied 1971-72 budget groportionsthere-_,

after. The single largest component of HEN-is faculty salar'es, winch in

1971-72 accounted for 42,2 per cent of educationaland genezl expenditures . 3

Thus, tile fact that faculty salaries have increased less than 20 per cent
9

oyer the past five. years4 while the Consumer Ptice Index increased over
:,

lilt Kent Halstead, Higher Education Prices and Price Indexes (Washington:-
1/.9.G .P .0 1975). ,

2Ibid.

Ibid., p..41. dr

'4D. Kent Halgtead, Higher Education Prices and Price Indexes, 1975 Sup-
pigment- (Washington: U .S .G .P .0 .., 1971))

195
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I

.30 per cent helps explain the sources of savings for higher education ii
. -

tutions. ..--

. . - .......

) ;The ConsumerPride Index used in this study was calculate
,i -

two Stightly different ways: For the 196570peridd, it is a sirnpli.Sv(

.of-the Ccesumer Price Index for two.celendar years to represent price
s

changes in akicadernic year, 'i.e., 'for -the 1965-66 academic year', an

..._ average of the consumer. price index. in 1965 and 1966 was taken .-1. The
,

t
. .

i' _of the index in 1966-67 was made equal to 100 and index value for" other
.

years adjui?ted accordingly to make them comparable to the Higher Ed t.
t 1

tic& Price Index and the Aeseach and Development Price Index. =. ,.

For the 1970-75 period, the consumer Price kdex was ave

od'a jgly to June basis, to correspond to the academic year, and it, toc
A '

was adjustedby computing the ratio of the index to its value in 1966-6/

3) , The hospital expenditures price index was computed using 1

health subindex of the Consumer Price hex, in the same manner

yas the Consume/. Price Index.

_ The housing and.food services price index. was Computed fr

the housing and food price subindexes of the Consumer Price Index. Av

ages for each of thdse subindexes were computed as described above lc

the Consumer Price Index, and then each of the.indexes thus computed

Liven equalweight in computing a composite index. The decision to gig

each of the subindexes equal weight iiYbOmputing the composite indei va
1.

admittedly an arbitrary one. It was done because no data was. availablE

4 AA4r
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V.

:which disaggregated auxiliary enterprise expenditures into its component

parts. 'If more weight-had been given to nousing expenditures, 1970-71. '

indek cyouldhavp.been highei 'andthe computed rate of increase slower

than was 'the case with the i

5) - The hig

fixed weight ind

extectually used.

ion aggregate expenditures price index is a

on implied 1971-72 budget propoitions: Educa-

tional and general expenditures (excluding research) were deflated using

the Higher -Education Price Indexciesearch expenditures with the Research

and Development Pride Index; hospital-expenditures wiKtie health care

price index, housing and food services, With the composite index described

-in segiion 4 above, and other service-programs, other auxiliilltenter:
,

prises, and student aid with the Consumer Price- Index. The implied baiet

prozwOonafor 1972 used in deriving this fixed weight. index were as follows

(in percentage terms):

Institutions

Education and general 64.3
Organized research 8.8

. Student aid grants"
Major serece programs
Hospitals 3 . 8.

. Other servicsipprogran1/2s 4 . 1

A enterprises 4
$ , g and food services . 1.9. er auxiliary enterprises . 5.7

MFG

S.4

Public
Institutions

Private
Institutions

69.0 ,57.6
8,2 10.1
4 . 2 7.5

3.6
2.8 6.3

6.5 9.5
= 5.9 5.3

1007

(Detail may.not add to total because of rounding.)

200
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, ,
6) The faculty compensation index was adapted from publications

of the American Association of University Professors.

7) The plant maintenance and operation price index is a fixed weight

indek based upon imates of the relative importance of various inputs into

plant maintenance and operation. Lliing the information provided by Halstead,

and allocating manpower and resources most likely to be used for that p ur-

pose, the following budget proportions were developed: --

9\

(1)
Per Ce'nt of

Educational and
General Expenditures

(2)

Relative Weight
(Percentage)

Craftsmen is 1.0 8.8
Students .2 1.
Service employees 4.0 35.1
Operators and laborers 1.1 9.7
Fringe benefits .8 7.0
Supplies and Materials .8 -7 :0
Equipment .5 4.4
tlities 3.0 26.3

1.171 -1TRY.15

Using the budget proportiontimated above, Ind the price index for the

various, categories of expenditures as detailed in Halstead, 5 unknown and

brelative weights were estimat50 for 1971-72, as shown:

Known
budget

Proportions
Price

Relgtive

Craftsmen Ai. .0877 = 137.9
Students .0175. = 138.5
Service . ..3509 = 138.7
Operators laborers .0965 = 138.5
Fringe ben is .0702 = 180.2

' Supplies and materials .0702 = 112.6
Equipment . ... .0439 5 119.4
Utilities. A .2633

i ......
= 122.4

. 2(11,
5 id., pp. 257-63.

(
Absolute Relative

Weight Weight

x .0636 :0846
x .0126 .0168
x .2530 .3364
x .0697 .0927
x .0390 .0519
x .0623 .0828
x .0368 .0489
x .2150 .2859

.7526 .100.0



From the estimated relative quantities, price indexes were constructed

for the 1-970-75 periods:
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APPENDIX C

INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS, PROBLEMS WITH 1975 DATA'

Ain the course of our analyses ot the financial conditions of
«

a

higher education, we 'hive tried to develop some helpful concepts which

highlight the meaning of changes in various items 9f expenditure and revenue 't

which make up the income- statements or balante sheet4 of these institutions.

'One such concept-is Instructional. costs, an estimate of what

it costs' a given institution `to offer instruction to its students and to attract

a desirable student body. In order to calculate this figure, we have stib-
la

tnieted from total expenditures the revenues whiCh the institution has de-,

rived from a variety, of noneinstructional functions: the sal of its staffii
time to perform research and development, earmarked endowments and

gifts, reimbursed public service and extension activities, the'cost of run-

fling auxiliary enterprises, such as dOrmitoiles, dining halls; bookstores,

etc., as well as the income trOm operating hospitals. The difference be-

tiveen total current funds expenditures and these revenues is in this study

labeled instructiomg 'costs../
We have argued that profits from Research and Development, -,,

or for that matter dormitorles, should be partly allocated to operations

and maintenance or administration, and reduce the cost of instruction. Also,
-1*

the &Ikon to allocate discretionary .funds to student aid, presumably to
--

;
. diversify the student body, is as much a part of instructional costs as pay-

ins teachers.

7/2-03
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This involved prdcedure was necessary because NCS report-
: i.

, . .
inglOrms instructed higher education institutions-not to allocate overhead

costs lo research or auxiliafy enterprises. Without better, guidelines on

how.theite costs were to be allocated, our procedure to estimate the cost

of the important teaching function appeared to be reasonable.

This procedure worked-remarkably well for the period 1966

to 4. It is not likely to work again becaUse NCES has changed the finan-

cial reporting form again. It Is now virtually impossible to isolate- research

and development_ and private research grants from the total. Our atterript

to differentiate between restricted and unrestricted grants and gifts to

arrive' at a cornparabletotal for 1974/75 Was completely frustrated by (1)

the, changes in the fottri which was use d to collect the information on fi-

nances of postsecondary institutions, an l2 ),the w.ay Institutions responded

to
.

the survey. 4

In theory, it ought to to po ssible to derive the instructiont

costs, using our methodology, by subtracting tuition, and rstricted public

and private grants to derive the -sales- of postsecondary instittitions. As

in previous yeais, this figure would-be subtracted from total expenditures.
gm.

in fact, the results of this calculation were not consistent with the calcu.-

talons of/costs for past years,-especially for public `and private universities

An exam nation of recOrcls of some 250 Instieutioris for the 1973. 74

and 1974/75 alademic years showed that reportineiticonsistencies were not

systematc. For instance, the University, of Noah Carolina at Chapel' Hill
7
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included 027 million worth .of, grints in the, latter,, birtt tot in the former;
-

rear, fol. a' special program administered by the pilivorsity. In the'case
. .

of New York University, instructional expert

one year to the next, 'while at Georg&town, Ltivesity, they increased fifty
*

per cent. In both institutions, the number ofo,faculty members andithe mix

es per student halved from

"
Ai

by rank did not change appreciably .fro 4 to 1974/-75. We can only

suspect that the forft) was filled in Inconsistently from one year-to the next..

It would be highly desirable if NCES would compare year. t9-,

year reporting by institutions;e especi v for those periods when the format

of the questionnaire changes, and follow up on the Idiscrepancies . Unfortunately,
111

it did.-fick, and in the interest of getting this repoLout on time, we had to

estimate instructional, costs for institutions in 1974 75.'

Our'analysis of N74;75 data drove us to the conclusion that .

%-

most institutions Which reported outlay inconsistently had some connection

with Medical schools. Those withoUt medical schools reported fairly con-

sistent increases in expenses for instructional staff and departmental re:

search ifttot instructional . Estimates of instructional costs for

1974/75 were thus prepared by estimating the relationship of stuctional,

staff and departmental research to instructional costs for these institutions.

a
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